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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF LATTICES BY MODULES

BY

GEORGE HUTCHINSON

ABSTRACT.   For a commutative ring R with unit, a lattice L is "represent-

able by Ä-modules" if L is embeddable in the lattice of submodules of some uni-

tary left R-module.  A procedure is given for generating an infinite first-order axio-

matization of the class of all lattices representable by R-modules.   Each axiom is

a universal Horn formula for lattices.  The procedure for generating the axioms is

closely related to the ring structure, and is "effective" in the sense that many non-

trivial axioms can be obtained by moderate amounts of computation.

1. Introduction. Given a ring R with unit, let Y(M; R) denote the lattice of

submodules of a unitary left R-module M. We may also regard T(M; R) as the

lattice of congruences of M [3, Theorem 1, p. 159]. These lattices are among the

most important examples of modular lattices. Let L(R) denote the class of all

lattices representable by R-modules, that is, lattices L embeddable in Y(M(L); R)

for some i?-module M(L). (All rings will have a unit and all modules will be uni-

tary left modules hereafter.)

Several authors have considered L(R) from the model theory viewpoint. The

classes L(R) are particular cases of a general class of models considered by B. M.

Schein [18, Main Theorem, p. 15]. Schein's result implies that there exists a set

of first-order universal lattice formulas axiomatizing L(R) for any ring R, not nec-

essarily commutative. Furthermore, it is known that a class of algebras is axio-

matizable by universal Horn formulas if and only if it admits isomorphic images,

subalgebras, products (including the one-element algebra) and ultraproducts [13],

[14]. (For lattices as algebras, a universal Horn formula is the universal closure

of either a lattice identity or a formula of the form:

[(<?, = e2) & (e3 = e4) & • • • & (e2n_3 = e2n_2)] => (e2n_l = e2n),

for lattice polynomials ex, e2, • • • , e2n in some denumerable set of variables.)

It is easily seen that L(R) admits isomorphic images, sublattices and the trivial

lattice, for any R. If L¡ is embeddable in T(M¡; R) for all i G I, then n/e/ L¡ is

embeddable in r(ïlie/ M¡; R) in an obvious way, and so L(R) admits products.

Since Schein's result implies that L(R) admits ultraproducts, it follows that L(R)
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is first-order axiomatizable by universal Horn formulas. C. Herrmann and W.

Poguntke gave a general class of models admitting ultraproducts; their technique

also shows that L(R) admits ultraproducts for any R [6, Theorem 6, p. 5]. Also,

Herrmann and Poguntke [6, Theorem 3, p. 2] show that L(R) is not finitely first-

order axiomatizable for various rings R, in particular, for the unitary subrings of

the field Q of rationals. (They construct a lattice in L(Q) which is an ultraproduct

of certain lattices, none of which is representable by Z-modules (abelian groups).)

M. Makkai and G. McNulty [17] considered the method of Schein applied spe-

cifically to classes L(R), and obtained some further results.  In [17, Corollary 2],

they use the method of W. Craig [4] to assert the existence of a primitive recur-

sive set of universal Horn formulas axiomatizing L(R) if R is defined on a recur-

sive set and has recursive ring operations. (B. M. Schein's method of [18] can be

used to prove that L(R) has a recursive axiomatization by universal formulas ifR is

recursive, and he observes that the result still holds if R is a finitely-presented ring.)

In [17, Theorem 3], it is shown that L(R) depends only on the set of finite systems

of equations satisfiable in R. By a finite system of equations is meant a set of formal

ring equations, each of form ux + u2 = u3 or uxu2 = u3, where each term u¡ is

either a variable or 0 or 1. The system is satisfiable in R if some assignment of

elements of R to the variables causes every equation to hold in R, with 0 and 1

interpreted as usual.  In [6] and [17], there are also related axiomatization results

for classes L(K) of lattices L embeddable in some V(M(L); R(L)), where R(L)

belongs to a given first-order axiomatizable class K of rings and M(L) is some

R(L)-module.

Our main theorem, giving a Horn formula axiomatization of L(R) for com-

mutative R, requires a much longer proof than the model theory proofs. However,

the result is more than an existence proof: individual axioms with desired prop-

erties can often be generated by reasonable amounts of. computation. More impor-

tant, the procedure generating the axiomatization of L(R) is closely related to the

ring structure of R, and so may yield further insights into the connection between

rings R and lattices representable by R-modules.

Our approach adapts techniques from the classical coordinatization theory

for projective geometries [1, Chapter 2] and for complemented modular lattices

[20]. However, the representations are not obtained by direct constructions as

in the classical theory, but indirectly via the embedding theorem for small abelian

categories [15], [5].  In [7], a small abelian category AL is constructed from any

modular lattice L having a smallest element 0 and satisfying the property that, for

each x in L, there exist y and z in L such that:

xr\y — x/\z=yAz = 0,     xVy = xyz=y\/z.

(If this is so, we say that every element of L "can be tripled" and that L is an
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"abelian" lattice. In [7], a slightly more general definition of "abelian" lattice

was given.)  Using the embedding theorem for AL, we obtain [7, Theorem 4.3,

p. 182] :  A lattice is representable by abelian groups if and only if it is embed-

dable in an interval sublattice of some abelian lattice. The construction of AL

resembles the regular ring construction in the proof of von Neumann's coordina-

tization theorem [20, Theorem 14.1, p. 208]: Every complemented modular lattice

having a homogeneous basis of order n > 4 is isomorphic to the lattice of princi-

pal right ideals of some regular ring R. The sets S(A, B) of [7, p. 163] used to

construct abelian category morphisms are a "relativized" version of the sets L¡-

[20, p. 95] used by von Neumann to construct the ring elements. Negative graphs

of homomorphisms are used in both theories (see [20, pp. 133, 148] and [7, p. 157]).

This leads to the same formula (von Staudt's multiplication) for ring multiplication

in [20] and abelian category composition in [7]. Then similar associativity

results are obtained (compare [20, Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, pp. 117—118] with [7, 3.5,

3.6, pp. 164-166]). The transitivity of perspectivity in [20, Theorem 2.2, p. 265]

is closely related to the correspondence between projectivities and category iso-

morphisms [7, 3.27, p. 179]. However, the complementation axiom is not

required in [7], so the theory is not restricted to regular rings.  The "tripling"

property used to define "abelian" lattice may be regarded as a strong form of the

von Neumann requirement for a homogeneous basis. (Unfortunately, these con-

nections were not pointed out to the author in time to cite von Neumann's work

in [7].)

Many other authors have considered coordinatization problems since [20],

but we will only mention the work of B. Jónsson related to the representation of

modular lattices. In [10], Jónsson gives a lattice identity equivalent to Desargues'

Theorem for a projective plane. This "Arguesian" identity is satisfied in every lat-

tice isomorphic to a lattice of commuting equivalence relations on some set [10,

Lemma 2.1, p. 196]. It is not satisfied in every modular lattice [10, Theorem 2.3,

p. 198]. As a corollary, it follows that not every modular lattice is representable

by abelian groups.  (Note that a lattice representable by R-modules is represent-

able by abelian groups and by commuting equivalence relations.) In [11, Theorem 2.14

pp. 308—309], Jónsson shows that a complemented modular lattice satisfying the

Arguesian identity is representable by abelian groups.  In the same paper [11,

Theorem 3.6, p. 313], there is an example of an Arguesian (modular) lattice that

is not representable by abelian groups.  In [12, Theorem 2, p. 457], he gives an

infinite family of universal lattice Horn formulas which are satisfied in a lattice if

and only if it is representable by commuting equivalence relations.

The proof of our main theorem rests on a complex construction and lengthy

computations verifying its properties. We consider this construction separately, in

the third section.  In the second section, the procedure for generating the
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axiomatization of L(R) is described and motivated, the main theorem and related 
results are stated, and it is demonstrated that the main theorem follows from the 
asserted properties of the construction mentioned above. 

This paper documents the main result announced in [8]. Other results 
announced in [8] and more recent results are given in [9]. In particular, we state 
a fundamental result [9, Theorem 1] below. Let R-Mod denote the abelian cate-
gory of R-modules and R-linear maps. For any infinite cardinal m, let R-Mod(m) 
denote the exact full subcategory of R-Mod of all R-modules having cardinality 
less than m. Then for any rings with unit R and S, L(R) C L(S) if and only if 
there exists an exact embedding functor R-Mod(m) - S-Mod for every infinite 
cardinal number m. 

It is an open question whether L(R) C L(S) is equivalent to existence of an 
exact embedding functor R-Mod - S-Mod in all cases. 

2. The main theorem. Let R be a commutative ring with unit. Our first 
goal is to define the procedure which generates an infinite axiomatization of L(R). 
Essentially, we define certain configurations, called "R -frames", including a special 
one called the "initial" R-frame. Each R-frame determines a certain universallat-
tice Horn formula. Four operations are defmed by which R -frames can be modi-
fied. A Horn formula is "R-constructible" if it is determined by an R-frame which 
can be obtained from the initial R-frame by a finite number of operations of these 
four types. The R-constructible Horn formulas are the axioms for L(R). In the 
following, the passages labelled "procedure" contain the formal defmitions, and 
the passages labelled "interpretation" explain the intended meanings of the defmitions. 

Procedure. Two denumerably infmite sets of variables are introduced: B = 
{bo' bl> b2 , 0 0 o} and X = {xw ' xo' xl' x 2 ' 0 0 o}. Let FR(B) denote the free 
R-module with generating set B. Its elements are sums ~/;>O rlbl for sequences 
ro' rl> r2 , 0 0 0 in R such that at most fmitely many terms rj are nonzero. Let 
LP(X) denote the set of lattice polynomials generated by the set of variables X. 

Interpretation. Let M be an R-module. The variables of B will correspond 
to elements of M, and the variables of X will correspond to submodules of M. 
The special variable Xw will act like the trivial submodule 0 of M. 

Procedure. An "R -frame" is an ordered triple ('11, G, (x) such that '11 is a 
formula 

for lattice polynomials e l' e2 , 0 0 0 ,e2n in LP(X), G is a finite (possibly empty) 
subset of FR (B) , and a is a function Bo - LP(X) for some fmite Bo' {bol C Bo 
C B, such that bk is in Bo if bk has nonzero coefficient rk in any ~j;>o rlb j in G. 
Let Dom(a) denote the domain of a hereafter. The Horn formula "determined by" 
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W, G, a) is the universal closure of the open formula:

¥=»(*„ = a(b0)).

The "initial" R-frame is (^0, 0, a0>, where ^ denotes the formula x0 = jc0,

Dom(a0) = {b0} and a0(b0) = x0. (The formula determined by the initial

Ä-frame is (x0)[(x0 = x0) =» (x0 = x0)].)

Interpretation.  Suppose /: X —* T(M; R) is a function, assigning submod-

ules of M to variables in X. There is a unique function /: LP(X) —*• Y(M\ R)

extending / and preserving meets and joins. Let {^, G, a) be an R-frame as

described above, and say that /"satisfies" ty if/(e2fc_j) = f(e2k) for every con-

junct e2k_l = e2k of <i>. This is just the normal use of ty as the hypothesis of a

Horn formula.

The terms G and a form a system of constraints, which determines a sub-

module of M if / is given. Let MB denote the R-module of all functions B —* M,

regarded as assignments of elements of M to variables of B. An element g =

2I>0 r¡b¡ of G is interpreted as the Ä-linear equation g = 0 in M. More precisely,

the "R-linear set" g* is the submodule of MB given by

g*= \hGMB: Z  rih(bi) = 0\.

Since only finitely many coefficients r¡ are nonzero, the sum above is well defined.

The "box"/„(a) determined by a and /: X -» T(M; R) is the sub module of MB

given by

A(«) = ih G MB: h(bk)Gfa(bk) if bk G Domía)}.

That is, a is regarded as formally specifying membership of bk in a(bk). Given

/: X —* T(M; R) and h: B —> M,a becomes a conjunction of statements about

membership of elements of M in submodules of M.

Suppose G = fej, g2, • • • , gn). The "extended solution set" p0(G,a,f)

is the submodule of MB given by

p0(G, a,/) = /^(a) A g* A g* A • • • A g*,

the intersection of a box and finitely many R-linear sets.  Let n0: MB —* M be

the projection given by n0(h) = h(b0). The "solution set" p(G, a, f) is

7T0 [Ato(^> a> /)] » a submodule of M. That is, the "extended solutions" are the

assignments of elements of M to variables in B satisfying the constraints G and a,

and the "solutions" are elements of M which can be assigned to b0 as part of an

extended solution.
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Procedure. Suppose (ty, G, a) is an R-frame, bk is in Dom(a), and bp and

bq are distinct variables not in Dom(a). Then <*j, Gx,ax) is a "union augmen-

tation" of <*, G, a) if

*j is the conjunction V & (a(bk) Cipv xq),

Gx=GU{bk-bp- bq}, Dom(ax) = Dom(a) U {bp, bq},

ax(bp) = xp, ax(bq) = xq and ax(b¡) = a(b¡) for b¡ in Dom(a).

A union augmentation of an R-frame is an R-frame.

Interpretation. Union augmentation abstracts the principle that join equals

sum in T(Ai; R). ("If bk G xp V xq, then there exist bp G xp and bq G xq such

that bk -bp-bq = 0.") We need only the following:

2.1. Suppose <*, G, a) is an R-frame and Wx,Gx,ax) is a union augmen-

tation of it using bk - bp- bq. Let f: X —► F(M; R) satisfy tyx, such that f(x0)

= /a(p0) = p(G, a, /).  Then f(x0) = fax(b0) = p(Gx, ax, /).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Now p and q are nonzero, because b   and

b   are not in Dom(a), and so a(b0) = ax(b0) and p(Gx, ax, f) C n0[f^(ax)] =

fai(°o) = /(*<>)• Let v Gf(x0) = p(G, a, /), so there exists h: B —* M in

p0(G, a, f) such that h(b0) = v. Since h G 4(a), h(bk) G fa(bk). Now a(bk)

C xp V xq is a conjunct of *j, so fa(bk) C f(xp) V /(^q). Choose vx G f(xp)

and u2 Gf(xq) such that /zip*.) = vx + w2. Let Ä, : B —*■ M be given by hx(bp)

= izj, hx(bq) = v2 and hx(b¡) = h(b¡) for z ±p,q. If g = 2/¡s0 ryôy is in G,

then rp = rq = 0 by the definition of R-frame, since bp and bq are not in

Dom(a). So, S;.>0 rjhx(bj) = 2/>0 rjhQ}¡) = 0, and zzj G g*. Using the assump-

tions on h, vx and v2, we can show that /zt G /%(aj) A (bk - bp - bq)*. So,hx

is in P0(GX, ax, /), and v = hx(b0) is in p(Gx, at, /). Therefore, f(x0) C

p(Gj, ax, /), completing the proof.

Procedure. Suppose <>J>, G, a) is an R-frame, bk is not in Dom(a), and g =

SI>0 riôj is in FR(B) such that rk = 1 and r, = 0 for all b¡ not in Dom(a) U

{bk}. If r¡ <£ 0 for some b¡ in Dom(a), let p0(g, bk, a) denote the join in LP(X)

of all terms a(b¡) such that r^ 0 and i ^ k. Otherwise, let p0(g, bk, a) denote

the variable xw. Then (Í', G2, a2) is a "defined variable augmentation" of

W, G, a) if

G2 = GV {g},      Dom(a2) = Dom(a) U {bk},

aiibk) = Po(s,bk,a)   and   a2(b¡) = a(b¡)   for all b¡ in Dom(a).

A defined variable augmentation of an R-frame is an R-frame.

Interpretation.   If certain elements of an .R-module belong to specified sub-

modules, then any R-linear combination of the elements belongs to the join of

the submodules. Defined variable augmentation and the "constraint reduction"

operation discussed later both abstract the above principle.
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2.2. Suppose <\p", G, a) is an R-frame and <^, G2, a2> is a defined variable

augmentation of it using g = EJ>0 r¡b¡ such that bk is not in Dom(a) and. rk — 1.

Let f: X —► V(M; R) satisfy *, and suppose that f(x0) - fa(b0) = p(G, a,/).

Then f(x0) = /a2(Z>0) = p(G2, a2, /).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Then p(G2, a2, /) C fct2(b0) = f(x0),

as in 2.1. For v G f(x0), choose h: B —► Af in At0(G, a, /) such that fc(è0) = o.

Let h2: B-* M be given by h2(bk) = ¿(¿>*) - 2/>0 ij-/i(oy) and /z2(2>,) = h(b¡)

for i =£ k.  As before, fc2 G g$ for g0 = 2/>0 s,b> in G, because Z>fc not in

Dom(a) implies sk = 0, and h G g£ was assumed. Also, h2 G g* because

Z rfaib,) - *¿' r/Äfy) + A2(6fc) + £ rjh(b¡) = 0.
/>0 /=0 j>k

To prove /z2 G /#(a2), consider two cases. If g ^ bk, delete all terms with zero

coefficient and let g = bk + 2SL, r¿ &t in /^(jB) (t>\, and fc, i,, i2, • • • , it

are distinct positive integers).  Then h2 Gg* implies

A2(*fc)=- è v»2(\)=- ¿ %w>i.y

Since h(btj) G fa(bh), h2(bk) G V^, /a(Z>,y) = fp0(g, bk, a). So, Ä2 G /„(a,).

If g = bk, h2(bk) = 0 G /(xw) = fp0(g, bk, a), and again h2 G /#(a2). There-

fore, h2 G p0(G2, a2, /), and so v G p(G2, a2, /). But then we have /(x0) C

p(G2, a2, /), completing the proof.

Procedure.  Suppose <&, G, a) is anR-frame, G = {gltg2, • • • , gn} and

g = 2"=1 r¡g¡ is in /^(Z?) for some r,, r2, • • • , rn in Ä. Then <*, G3, a) is

called a "linear combination augmentation" of (4', G, a) if G3 = G U {#}. A

linear combination augmentation of an R-frame is an R-frame.

Interpretation.  This operation abstracts the usual principle that a solution

of a system of R-linear equations also satisfies any R -linear combination of system

equations.

2.3. Suppose <&, G, a) is an R-frame and W, G3, a) is a linear combination

augmentation of it such that G3 = GU {g}. Let f: X —► T(M ; R) satisfy ^,

and suppose f(x0) = fa(b0) = p(G, a, /).  Then f(x0) = fa(b0) = p(G3, a, /).

Proof. Given glt g2 in FR(B) and r in R, we can check that (rgj)* 3 g*

and (gj + g2)* Dg* A *J. If g = 2?=1 r^f for G = {*,, *2, • • • , g„}, then

g* A ij A • • • A g* C g*. But then ju0(G3, a, /) = p0(G, a, /), and the result

follows.

Procedure.  Suppose <^, G, a> is an R-frame and g = 2/>0 r¡b¡ is in G such

that rk = 1. Define pQ(g, bk, a) in LP(X) as before:  If g ¥> bk, let p0(g, bk, a)
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denote the join in LP(X) of all terms a(b¡) such that i =£ k and r¡ ^ 0. If g = bk,

let p0(g, bk, a) denote xw. Then <*, G, a4> is a "constraint decrease" of

<*, G, a) if

Dom(a4) = Dom(a),   a4(bk) = a(bk) A p0(g, bk, a)   and

a4(ft,) = a(bj)   for all b¡ in Dom(a), i 9e zc.

A constraint decrease of an R-frame is an R-frame.

Interpretation.  Constraint decrease is the key operation, allowing modifica-

tion of a(b0).

2.4. Suppose <*, G, a) is an R-frame and <ty, G, a4> is a constraint decrease

of it using g = 2I>0 ribi in G at bk. So, rk = 1. Let f: X —*■ L satisfy ty, and

f(x0) = fa(bQ) = p(G, a, /).  77zezz f(x0) = fa4(b0) = p(0, a4, /).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Since a4(Z>0) is either a(b0) or the meet

of a(b0) and some other lattice polynomial, we have p(G, a4, /) C /a4(/30) C

f(x0). For v G f(x0), choose h: B —> M in p0(G, a, /) such that h(b0) = v as

usual. To prove that zz is in p0(G, a4, /), it suffices to prove that h(bk) Gfa(bk)

A fp0(g, bk, a). But h(bk) G fa(bk) is known, and h G g* implies h(bk) G

fPo(gf bk, a) as in 2.2. This proves the proposition.

Procedure.   A sequence Uj, u2, • • • , u„ (zz > 1) of A-frames is called

"proper" if Uj is the initial R-frame and, for each i such that 1 < i < n, ui+ j is

either a union augmentation, a defined variable augmentation, a linear combination

augmentation or a constraint decrease of u¡. The formula determined by the last

term un of a proper sequence is called "R-constructible". That is, if un =

<*, G, a), then the universal closure of ^ =* (x0 = a(b0)) is an R -constructible

universal Horn formula.

2.5. If a lattice L is representable by R-modules, then every R-constructible

Horn formula is satisfied in L.

Proof. Let M be an R-module, and suppose that ul5 u2, • • • , u„ is a

proper sequence of R-frames and u„ = (ty, G, a). An induction on zz proves that

f(x0) = fa(b0) = p(G, a, f) if /: X -* T(M; R) satisfies *. (If zz = 1, so u„ is

the initial .R-frame, this is easily proved. The induction step follows from 2.1, 2.2,

2.3 and 2.4.) So, the universal closure of the formula * => (x0 = a(b0)) is satis-

fied in Y(M; R). It then follows that every R-constructible universal Horn formula

is satisfied in a lattice L that is representable by R-modules.

We have proved the less difficult half of our result, which can now be fully

stated.
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Main theorem. Let R be a nontrivial commutative ring with unit. A lat-

tice L is representable by R-modules if and only if every R-constructible universal

Horn formula is satisfied in L.

Two examples of Horn formula generation by our procedure are given below:

Example 1. Consider the "Fano" lattice identity of R. Wille [21, p. 134]:

(x1 V x2) A (x3 V x4) C [(xx V x3) A (x2 V x4)] V [(xx V x4) A (x2 V x3)].

If the above identity is satisfied in the projective geometry Y(M; F) of subspaces

of a vector space M of dimension three or more over a division ring F, then the

Fano postulate fails for every quadrangle in T(M; F), and so char(F) = 2 ([21],

[2, pp. 37—38]). If R is a ring with unit, not necessarily commutative, and

char(Ä) ¥> 2, then there exists a lattice in L(R) for which the above identity is

not satisfied.  For example, let R3 denote the free R-module generated by yx,y2

and y3, and observe that the above identity fails if xx = Ryl, x2 = R(yx - y2),

x3 = R(y2 - y3) and x4 = Ry3 in T(i?3; R). We now show that the above

identity is satisfied in every lattice in L(R) if char(/?) = 2, for any ring R. Let

Z2 denote the ring of integers modulo 2. Beginning with the initial Z2-frame,

introduce two union augmentations using

gx - b0 -bx -b2 = b0 + bx + b2    and   g2 = b0 - b3 - ¿>4 = b0 + b3 +b4.

Make defined variable augmentations at b5 using g3 = bx + b3 + b5 and at b6

usingg4 = bx +b4 +b6. Then add gs = gx + g2 + g3 = b2 + b4 + bs,g6 =

il  +82 +#4 = b2 + b3 +*6'and^7 =g2  +g3+8*= b0+bS +¿>6bylinear

combination augmentations.  Finally, perform constraint decreases at b5 using g5,

at b6 using g6 and at b0 using g7, in that order. The Z2-constructible Horn for-

mula determined by the last term of this proper sequence is

(x0,xlyx2,x3,x4)([(x0 - xQ)& (x0 Cï,V x2)& (x0 Cx3v x4)]

=» (x0 C [(xx V x3) A (x2 V x4)] V [(*, V x4) A (x2 V x3)])).

This Horn formula is equivalent to the Fano identity above in any lattice.  If

char(Ä) = 2, then L(R) = L(Z2) [8], [9, Theorem 5(6)], and so the Fano iden-

tity is satisfied in every lattice in L(R) by 2.5.

Example 2. B. Jonsson's Arguesian lattice identity ([10], cited in [3,

p. 109, #7]) is lattice equivalent to a Horn formula which is R -constructible for

any commutative R. Beginning with the initial R-frame, make three union aug-

mentations using gj = b0 - bx - b4, g2 = b0 - b2 - b5 and g3 = b0 - b3 - b6.

Then make three defined variable augmentations using g4 - -bx + b2 + b7, g5 =

-bx + b3 + b8 and g6 = -b2 + b3 + bg. Now introduce five linear combina-
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tion augmentations, obtaining five new equations

gi=-8i +S2 +#4> S& = Si + g3 + £s>      89 =~82 +S3+8e>

gl0=g4-g5+g6   and   ¿?n=-c?4.

Perform constraint decreases at bn using g1, at b& using g&, at b9 using g9, at bn

using g10, at èj using gxx, at ¿z4 using g7 and at è0 using gx, in that order. The

Horn formula determined by the last term of this proper sequence is equivalent to

the Arguesian identity in any lattice.

To complete the main theorem proof, we must use the complex construction

mentioned previously.  At this point, we will outline this construction M(K; R)

and describe its relevant properties. Consider first a generalization of [7, 4.2, 4.3,

pp. 181-183]. Let M be an R-module, N the set of positive integers, and MN

the R-module of all functions N —► M. Say that M0 in V(MN;R) has "finite sup-

port" if there exists zz0 in N such that h G M0 and n> n0 imply h(n) = 0. That

is, every element of M0 has all coordinates zero outside a certain designated finite

set of coordinates. Let ry(MN; R) denote the set of submodules of MN having

finite support. Just as in [7, 4.2], we can verify that rJMN; R) is an ideal of

T(MN; R) and is an abelian lattice. Define a lattice embedding \pM: T(M; R) —*■

rf(MN;R)by

iiM(Mx) = {h GMN: h(\)GMx,h(n) = 0 forzz> 1},

since tyM(Mx) as defined above has finite support.

Let Ä' be a (0, 1) lattice, that is, a lattice with a smallest element 0 and a

largest element 1. We construct a lattice M(K; R) abstracting TJM**; R) together

with a map ip: AT —> M(K; R) which abstracts the embedding i//M: T(M; R) —*

ry(MN; R). The points of M(K; R) are equivalence classes of constraint systems.

These new constraint systems (G, a) are slightly different from those appearing in

R-frames (SE', G, a). In particular, the new lattice constraint functions a have

values in K rather than in LP(X). Also, new variables are introduced so that the

solution sets (given an embedding 1: K —► T(M; R) such that t(0) = 0) will be ele-

ments of ry(MN; R) rather than submodules of M. The equivalence relation for

the constraint systems is generated by seven rules, four of them resembling the

R-frame operations. Under the given interpretation, equivalent constraint systems

have the same solution set in YJM**; R). We now assert the properties of M(K;R)

and \¡j that will be established in the final section.

2.6. For every (0, 1) lattice K, there exist an abelian lattice M(K; R) and a

lattice homomorphism ip: K —* M(K; R) such that ty is an embedding if every

R-constructible Horn formula is satisfied in K.  Furthermore, for every object A

of A.M,K.iR}, there exists a unit-preserving ring homomorphism ÇA from R into
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the endomorphism ring Uom(A, A) in A-m(k-,r)-  Finally- iff'- A —>Bin AM(JC;ß)

and r GR, thenfíA(r) = fß(r)/

After two preparatory results, we can show that 2.6 suffices to prove the

main theorem.

2.7. If a lattice L satisfies a set 2 of universal lattice Horn formulas, then

there exists a (0, 1) lattice K extending L such that every formula of 2 is satisfied

inK.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Adjoin a smallest element to L if it does

not already have one. Dually, adjoin a largest element if necessary. The resulting

(0, 1) lattice K extends L. It can be shown that every finitely-generated sublat-

tice of K can be embedded in L. But then every formula of 2 must be satisfied

inK.

Definition. If C is /?-Mod or is a small abelian category, let T(A; C)

denote the lattice of subobjects of an object A of C.

2.8. Let C be a small abelian category. Suppose that there exist ring homo-

morphisms ÇA : R —► Homc04, A) preserving the ring unit, for every object A of

C, and suppose that fB(r)/ = f\A (r) for every f: A —*■ B in C and every r in R.

Then there exists an exact embedding functor G: C —*■ i?-Mod.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. By the embedding theorem [15], [5],

there exists an exact embedding functor F: C —*■ Ab, where Ab is the category of

abelian groups and homomorphisms. For each object A of C, F(A) has an addi-

tive group structure. We make F(A) into an R-module, denoted G(A), by defining

rv = (FÇA (r))(v) for r in R and v in F(A). That is, FÇA(r) = r\G{A). Iff: A^-B

in C, then Ff: G(A) -* G(B) is ̂ -linear because fs(r)/= fÇA(r) holds for all r in

R. So, G(A) and Gf = Ff determine a functor G: C -> R-Mod. Since F is an

exact embedding, so is G.

Outline of main theorem proof. Assume 2.6. Suppose that every

.R-constructible Horn formula is satisfied in L. By 2.7, there exists an embedding

L —» K for a (0, 1) lattice K such that every R -constructible Horn formula is satis-

fied in K. Let M denote M(K; R); by 2.6 and 2.8 there exist a lattice embedding

<//: K —*■ M and an exact embedding functor G: AM —*■ R-Mod. By restricting the

codomain of i//, we obtain a lattice embedding from K into the interval sublattice

M[i//(0), i//(l)] of M. If A denotes the object \{/(l)l4>(Q) of AM, then there exists

a lattice isomorphism M[\p(0), \p(\)] -*■ T(A; AM) by [7, 3.24, p. 178]. The

exact embedding functor G induces an embedding" T(A ; A^) —> T(GG4); i?-Mod);

see [7, p. 183] for relevant information. So, L is representable by R-modules via

the following composite of lattice embeddings:
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L-+K-*M[\l>(p), 0(1)] -* T(^; AM) -♦ r(G(^);R-mod).

(Of course, r(GG4); R-Mod) is isomorphic to r(GG4); R).) This shows that 2.6

implies the reverse implication of the main theorem, and the forward implication

was proved in 2.5.

Recall that every interval sublattice of an abelian lattice is representable by

abelian groups [7, Theorem 4.3]. But then every Z-constructible Horn formula

must be satisfied in any abelian lattice, and so all abelian lattices are representable

by abelian groups.  In fact, we can simplify [7, Theorem 4.3] as follows:   A lat-

tice is representable by abelian groups if and only if it is embeddable in some

abelian lattice.

3. The construction of M(K; R). Throughout this section, R will denote a

fixed commutative ring with unit and K will denote a fixed (0, 1) lattice. To

avoid confusion with other zeros, we will denote the smallest element of K by co.

In the following, we will label certain explanatory material as "interpretation".

Although this material is not needed for the formal definitions and calculations, it

helps one to understand the ideas motivating the construction.

Definition. Let Vbe {ak,bk: k = 1, 2, 3, • • •}, a set of two denumer-

ably infinite sequences of variables. We will sometimes write ck to represent a

general element ak or bk of V. Let FR(V) denote the free R-module with free

generating set V. We will represent elements of FR(V) by coefficient functions.

That is, h in FR(V) will be any function h: V —* R such that h(v) = 0 except for

at most finitely many v in V. A function a: V—*Kis& "lattice constraint func-

tion" if a(u) = co except for at most finitely many v in V.   A "constraint system"

is a pair (G, a) such that G is a finite (possibly empty) subset of FR(V) and

a: V —*■ K is a lattice constraint function. Let D(K; R) denote the set of all con-

straint systems.

Interpretation.   Suppose t: K —>■ T(M\ R) is an embedding for some R-module

M, and t(co) = 0. We can modify the definitions of §2 to interpret D(K; R). The

variables ak correspond to coordinate positions in MN, and the variables bk (k > 1)

are similar to those in §2. The variable b0 of §2 should now be identified with

flj. We obtain extended solutions in the R-module Mv similar to the extended

solutions in MB in §2, and project the extended solutions to obtain a solution set

in ry(MN; R). More precisely, define the "R-linear set" g* for g in FR(V) by

g* = \h G Mv:  Z (g(ak)h(ak) + g(bk)h(bk)) = (A.
I k>l )

Define the "box" i#(a) for a lattice constraint function a: V—>-Kby

i*(a) = {h G Mv: h(ck) G ia(ck), all ck G V}.
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Define the extended solution set vQ(G, a, i) to be the submodule

1*0*) A gx* A g2* A • • • A g*

ofMv, if G « {f,t *2, • • • , *„}. (If G = 0, p0(G, a, t) = i,(a).) Define the

solution set to be the projection of the extended solution set. That is, let a: N —* V

be given by a(k) - ak, and let v(G, a, i) be the submodule {ha: h G v0(G,ot, i)}

of MN. Because of the assumption t(co) = 0, v(G, a, i) is in ry(AiN; R). The

subsequent definitions and calculations are all motivated by this interpretation of

D(K; R).

Definition. The equivalence relation E(K; R) on D(K; R) is defined by

means of seven "rules of equivalence" Ex through En. That is, binary relations

Ex through En are defined on D(K; R), and we say that s and t in D(K; R) are

"directly equivalent" if sE¡t or t£"fs for some /, i < 7. For s and t in D(K; R),

write s ~ t if there exists a sequence s,, s2, • • • , s„ (n > 1) in D(K\ R) such

that Sj = s, s„ = t and sI+j is directly equivalent to s,- for 1 <i<n. Then

E(K; R) = {<s, t>: s — t} is an equivalence relation on D(K; R).

For G C FR(V), say that v in V is "unused" in G if g(u) = 0 for all g in G.

If g is in FR(V),ck is in Fand a: V—+K, let p(g, ck,a) denote the join

in K of the finitely many elements a(u) such that v¥:ck and g(v) # 0. If g(v) = 0

for all v # ck, let p(g, ck, a) denote co.

If V0 C V and g is in FR(V), let rig, V0) denote the element h of FR(V)

such that h(v) = g(v) for u in V0 and h(v) = 0 for v in V - VQ.

In the next paragraphs, assume that (G, a) and (H, ß) are in D(K; R).

Suppose ck, bp and bq are distinct elements of V such that bp and ft^ are

unused in G, and suppose that xx and jc2 are in K such that a(cfc) C xx V x2.

Write (G, cO^r/r, (3) if // = G U {cfc - fcp - 6,}, /J(ip) = xx, ß(bq) = x2 and

ß(v) = a(v) if v^ bp,bq. Then (H, ß) is called the "union augmentation of

(G, a) using ck -bp- bq and x, and x2 in K", and (G, a) is called a "union

deletion of ck~bp- bq from (#, 0)".

Suppose bk is unused in G and g is in FR(V) such that g(¿>fc) = 1. Write (G, a)

E2(H, 0) if // = G U {¿}, 0(ftfc) = pfo ftfc, a) and 0(u) = a(v) if » ̂  Z>fe. Then (//, 0) is

called a "defined variable augmentation of (G, a) using g at bk", and (G, a) is called a

"defined variable deletion of g from (H, 0)".

Suppose G = {gx,g2,' " ,gn] and g in FR(V) equals 2f= x r^, for some

sequence rx,r2," • ,rninR. Write (G, a)£,3(/ir, 0) if /f = G U fj} and 0 = a. Then

(//, 0) is called the "linear combination augmentation of (G, a) by g", and (G, a) is

called the "linear combination deletion of g from (H, 0)".

Suppose there exist g in G and ck in F such that g(ck) ■ 1. Write (G, a)ZT4

(#, ß)ifH=G, ß(ck) = a(ck) A pte, cfe, a) and 0(u) = a(v) for all u ̂  ck. Then
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(H, ß) is called the "constraint decrease of (G, a) at ck using g", and (G, a) is called a

"constraint increase of (H, 0) at ck using g".

Suppose a(ck) = co for some cfc in V. Write (G, a)E5(H, ß) if H =

{V(g, V - {cfc}): g G G} and 0 = a. (That is, g ~g(ck)ck is in H if g is in G.)

Then (H, 0) is called the "null variable deletion of (G, a) at ck\ and (G, a) is

called a "null variable augmentation of (H, 0) at ck".

Suppose V0 is a finite nonempty subset of [bk: k> 1} such that r)(g, V0)

= 0 for all g in G and a(v) = co for all v in K0.  Let G0 be a finite (possibly

empty) subset of FR(V) such that t?(A, F0) = /z for all zz G G0. Write (G, a)£6

(#, 0) if H = G U G0 and 0(u) = a(iz) for all v not in F0. Then (H, 0) is called

an "inessential variables augmentation of (G, a) by G0 using V0", and (G, a) is

called the "inessential variables deletion of G0 from (#, 0) using V0".

Let | be a "renumbering function", that is, a permutation of V such that

$(«fc) = ak for all zc > 1. Write (G, a)£"7(i/, 0) if ¿7 = {gÇ: g G G) and 0 = a?.

Then (#, 0) is called the "renumbering of (G, a) by £". Observe that then (G, a)

is the renumbering of (H, 0) by ê_1. Let G£ denote {g%: gGG] if G G FR(V)

and £ is a renumbering function.

This completes the definition of E(K; R). The underlying space of M(K; R)

is the quotient set D(K; R)/E(K; R). Let [s] or [G, a] denote the equivalence

class modulo E(K; R) of s = (G, a) in D(AT; R). For x in AT, let \px: V -> AT be

the lattice constraint function given by $x(ax) = * and tyx(v) = co for v in F —

{aj. Define the function \ft: K-+ M(K; R) by \¡j(x) = [0, tyx] for all x in K.

Interpretation.  Suppose i: K —*■ T(M; R) is a lattice embedding and t(co) = 0.

One can easily verify that (G, a) ~ (H, 0) in D(K; R) implies v(G, a, i) =

v(H, 0, i) in rJM1*; R). That is, equivalent constraint systems have the same solu-

tion set. So, it is reasonable to treat the quotient D(K; R)¡E(K; R) as an abstrac-

tion of ry(MN; R). Furthermore, the earlier assertion that \p abstracts \pM: r(M;R)

—*■ Tf(Mn ; R) is motivated by the observation that ipM(i(x)) = v(0, \px, i) for all

x in K.

We can now begin the verification of 2.6 with a critical point. The R -con-

structible Horn formulas are designed to establish the next technical result. From

this result it follows that 0: K —*■ M(K; R) is one-one if every R -constructible

Horn formula is satisfied in K.

Definition. For s and t in D(K; R) such that sE¡t for some z, i < 4, say

that t is a "direct reduction" of s. (That is, t is a union augmentation, defined

variable augmentation, linear combination augmentation or constraint decrease of

s.) If Sj, s2, • • • , sm for zzz > 1 is a sequence in D(K; R) such that sI+ x is a

direct reduction of s¡ for 1 < i < zzz, say that sx, s2, • • • , sm is a "reduction

sequence" and that sm is a "reduction" of st. If s is in D(K; R) and x is in K,
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say that s is "reducible below" x if there exists a reduction t = (H, 0) of s such

that 0(a,)Cjc.

3.1. Suppose every R-constructible formula is satisfied in K. Ify, zGK

and (0, tyy) in D(K; R) is reducible below z, then y C z.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses, and let t,, t2, • • • , tm be a reduction

sequence in D(K; R) such that tx — (0, i// ) and ßm(ax) C z, where t¡ = (H¡, 0,)

for / < m. Given h in FR(V) and B0 with {b0} C B0 C B = {b¡: j > 0}, let

V0(h, B0) denote that g in FR(B) such that g(b0) = h(ax), g(b¡) = h(b¡) if j > 1

and bj G B0, and g(p¡) = 0 otherwise. We intend to define an R-frame um =

0Pm, Gm,am) and a function fm: X —» K satisfying A(m) below, using induction

on m.

¿Am):  The R -frame \xm = <^m, Gm, am> is the last term of some proper sequence

of A-frames. If g G FR(B) and g + 0, then gÊGra iff there exists h G Hm

such that g = r?0(/¡, Dom(am)). For/ > 1, if fy is unused in Gm, then k

is not in Dom(am), and x, does not appear in the formula ^m or in any

lattice polynomial am(bk) for bk in^Dom(am). AIso./^jc.J = co,/m(x0)

- J>, /m satisfies the formula Vm, 4,am(Z>0) C 0w(a,) and fmam(bk) C

ßm(bk) if k> 1 and &fc is in Dom(am).

For m = 1, let Uj be the initial R-frame and define fx: X —>■ K by fx(x0)

— y, fiQcJ) = °° and /i(*/) ■ w'for/ > 1. Then A(l) is satisfied.

For the induction step, assume that m > 1 and that um_x = <^M_,, Gm_x,

am_j) and fm_x: X —*K have been defined satisfying A(m - 1). Define um and

fm by cases, using the assumption that tm is a direct reduction of tm _ j.

Define fm = fm_l in all cases except one. The exception occurs when tm

is a union augmentation of tm_, using c„ - bp - b -in FR(V) and z, and z2 in

K, and c„ = ax or c„ = bn for n>l and ô„ in Dom(am_j). In that case, define fm

°y /«(*p) ■ ZP /«(*«) = Z2' and fm(xj) ~ fm-l(xj) for / * P» « 0r */ = ^co-

in the exceptional case above, let um be the R-frame union augmentation of

um_j using b0- bp - bq if cn = ax, and let um be the union augmentation of

um_j using bn-bp- bq if cn = bn for n > 1 and bn in Dom(am_j). If tm is

the defined variable augmentation of tm_x using h at bn, let um be the R -frame

defined variable augmentation of um_x using ¿>„ + r\0(h, Dom(am_j)) at bn. If

tn isthelinear combination augmentation of tm_x using/! andg = r)0(h,Dom(am_x))

¥* 0, let um be the R-frame linear combination of um_x using g. If tm is the con-

straint decrease of tm_x using h at c„ and c„ = a, or cn = bn for n> 1 and

è„ G Dom(am_j), let um be the .R-frame constraint decrease of um_x using

r)0(h, Dom(am_j)) at b0 if cn = ax, and let um be the constraint decrease of
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um-l at bn usinS ^O^' Dom(am-l)) if " > l and bn G Dom(am-l)-   In ^

other cases, let um = um_x.

We omit the verifications that the above definitions are proper and that

A(m) is satisfied in each case, completing the induction. The Horn formula ^m^

(x0 = am(b0)) is R-constructible by A(zzz), and so is satisfied in AT by hypothesis. But

fm satisfies tfm by A(m), so fm(x0) = fmam(b0). But then

y = /m(*o) = fmam(bo) C ft«(«l) C z>

using A(zzz) and our assumptions. This proves 3.1.

3.2. If every R-constructible Horn formula is satisfied in K, then \p: K -*

M(K; R) is one-one.

Proof. Assume the following lemma: If s is directly equivalent to t in

D(K; R) and s is reducible below some z in K, then t is also reducible below z.

Suppose i//( v) = \¡j(z) for y and z in K, so (0, \¡/y) ~ (0, \p2) in D(K; R). Now

(0, iiz) is trivially reducible below z, and so (0, \py) is reducible below z. (Use

the lemma on a sequence of directly equivalent elements of D(K; R) beginning

with (0, i//z) and ending with (0, \py).) But then y C z by 3.1 and the hypoth-

eses, and a similar argument proves z Gy. Therefore, the lemma suffices to prove 3.2.

Let t = (H, 0) in D(K; R) and z G K, and suppose sx, s2, • • • , sm is a

reduction sequence in D(K; R), sf = (G¡, a¡) for i < m, such that am(flj) C z. To

prove the lemma, we must show that t is reducible below z if s, and t are related

by any of the thirteen types of direct equivalence.

If t is a union deletion, defined variable deletion, linear combination deletion

or constraint increase of sx, then t is reducible below z via the reduction sequence

I, Sj , s2,    • • , sm.

If t is a renumbering of sx via the renumbering function |, then t is reducible

below z via the reduction sequence (G¡%, afi), i < zzz.

For the remaining cases, a sequence tx, t2, • • • , tm in D(K; R) and a

sequence Vx, F2, • • • , Vm of subsets of F are constructed by induction on zzz

so that the property A0(zzz) below is satisfied. Let t¡ = (H¡,.0f) for i < zzz. To

avoid possible conflicts of variables in the inductive constructions, we choose a

sufficiently large positive integer d so that n > d implies a¡(an) = a¡(bn) = co and

g(an) = g(bn) = 0ifgG Gf, for all i < m. Recall that bk is "unused" in G if

gGG implies g(bk) = 0, and bk is "used" in G otherwise. Also, for g, h in FR (V)

and F0 C V, we write h = r¡(g, F0) if h(v) = g(v) for vG F0 and h(v) = 0 for

z;GF-F0.

A0(zzz): tm is a reduction of a renumbering of t. For some ck in V- (Vm U {bx,

b2> ' ' ' > bdiï suc^ t*13* am(ck) = ^m(cfc) = w> eacn g m ^m satisfies
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either r¡(g, Vm) = 0 or r\(g, Vm) + rck is in Hm for some r in R. We

have axGVm, and ôy- G Fm implies bf is used in Gm. For; < d and

c/ G ^m ' 0m (c/) c am(cj)- If/' < <* and fy is unused in Gm, then b¡ is

unused in //m.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that Sj # t and that t is not a

null variable augmentation or deletion of s, at a,.  Let V' denote the set {a-:

/ > 1} U {Ô-: bj is used in GJ. If t is a null variable deletion of s1 at cn, let

tj = t and Vx = V' - {cn}. If t is the inessential variables deletion of G0 from

Sj using V0, then let tx = t and Vx = V' - V0. In the six remaining cases,

Vx = V' and tx is a renumbering of t by some % such that %(bk) = bk if k <d

and ftfc is used in G,, but %(bk) = ¿>1/+fc for k < d and Z>fc unused in G,, where

u > d is sufficiently large so that h > u implies h(bn) = 0 for all h- in /f.  We will

omit the calculations showing that A0(l) is satisfied for the above choices of tj

and Vx.

Assuming that m > 1 and that A0(m - 1) is satisfied for tm_j and Vm_x

by the induction hypothesis, we use the condition that sm is a direct reduction of

sm _ j.  If sm is a union augmentation of sm _ x using cn - bp - b   and zx and z2

in K, and cnG Vm_x, then let Vm = Vm_x U {Z>p, &?} and let tm be the union

augmentation of tm_x using cn~bp~ bq and zt and z2. If sm is the defined

variable augmentation of sm _ j using g at bn, then let Fm = Fm _ x U {ôn} and

let tm be the defined variable augmentation of tm_, using ??(£, Fm) at bn. If sm

is the linear combination augmentation of sm_x by g, and r\(g, Vm_x) i= 0, then

let Fw = Fm _ j and let tm be the linear combination augmentation of tm _ x by

a suitable h of form t?(#, Vm_x) + rck.  If sm is the constraint decrease of sm_x

using g at cn, and c„ G Vm_x, then let Fm = Fm_t and let tm be the constraint

decrease of tm_x by h at cn for a suitable h of form rç(£, Vm_x) + rck. In all

other cases, let tm = tm_x and Km = Vm _ x. We will omit the verifications that

the above definitions of tm and Vm are proper and that A0(m) is satisfied in each

case, completing the induction. The argument outlined above proves the lemma,

since A0(m) and am(ax) C z imply that a renumbering of t is reducible below z in

the final eight cases. This completes the proof of 3.2.

We make M(K; R) into a lattice by operations induced in the quotient

D(K; R)/E(K; R). That is, binary meet and join operations are defined on D(K; R)

so that E(K; R) is a congruence for these operations.

Interpretation.  Suppose t: K —» T(M; R) is an embedding such that í(cj) = 0.

Define vt: D(K; R) -* Ff(MN; R) by i/((s) = v(G, a, t) if s = (G, a). Then s A t

and s V t are defined in D(K; R) so that vL(s A t) = ^(s) n i>t(t) and Pt(s V t) =

vt(s) + vt(t) in ry(AfN; R), independently of the choice of t and M.   That is, our

purpose is to define formal meets and joins of constraint systems corresponding to
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the usual meets and joins of their solution sets.

Definition. For s = (G, a) in D(K; R), let the "length" of s, denoted |s|,

equal the smallest integer n, n>\, such that k > n implies a(ak) = a(bk) = co

and g(ak) = g(bk) = 0 for all g in G. Clearly, |s| exists for every s in D(K; R).

For Cj, ck in F, let tr(cy, ck): V'—*■ V denote the bijection transposing c;-

and ck and leaving all other u in F fixed. If c;- = ck, tr(cy, ck) = \v. Given

m > 1 and i,f >0, we will denote by tim(i,f) the product Ylk"=x tr(o/m+fc,&;m+fc),

where the product operation is composition of functions. These functions trm(z,/)

are frequently used as renumbering functions. We also define bijections 0m n: V-* V

given by the product Ukn=x tx(bk, b2nm+k)ti(ak, b(2n+x)m+k), for any zzz > 1

and zz > 0. For (G, a) in D(K; R), we let GO       denote the finite subset {g0m>„:

gGG] of FR(V), and observe that a0mn is a lattice constraint function. (We

will also let - G denote the set {-g: gG G} for G C FR(V).)

For m > 1 and z'i, z'2, • • • , in > 0, let Ô/.,/,,...,/ (m) denote the follow-

ing zzi-subset of FR(V):

\ak * £   bi¡m + k: * ■ 1, 2, • • • , If*.

For example, 013(zzz) = {ak ~bm+k- b3m+k: k < m}.

If a, 0: V —*■ K are lattice constraint functions, let a V 0 and a A 0 be the

lattice constraint functions given by (a V 0)(iz) = a(v) V 0(p) and (a A ß)(v) =

a(v) A 000 for all v in F. Let a" and ab be functions given as follows: a"(ak) =

a(ak), aa(bk) = to, ab(ak) = co and ab(bk) = a(bk), for all k > 1.

Let s = (G, a) and t = (H, 0) in D(K; R), and suppose that zzz > |s|, |t|.

Define ym(s, t) = (/,, yx) and zm(s, t) = (J2, y2) inD(K; R) as follows:

J1=Ql ,3(m) U G0m )0 U Ä9m (1,      n-(«V 0)a V aÖm >0 v ß0m,,,

/2 = or (m) U Q3(m) UG0miQUH0mtX,72 = (aA ßf V a0m ft V ß0m>1.

Define s V t = ^„(s, t) and s A t = z„(s, t) for zz = max{|s|, |t|}. Note that

|^(s, t)| = |zm(s, t)\ = 4zzz for m > |s|, |t|.

Interpretation.  Suppose t: K —> M(AT; i?) is an embedding and i(co) = 0.

Let s = (G, a) and t = (H, 0) in D(K; R), and let zz = max{|s|, |t|}. The extended

solutions h: V —*■ M in v0(G, a, i) or in v0(H, 0, t) can be represented in tabular

form by pairs of sequences (ha, hb), where

K = (ft(fli)> Ä(a2). * * • » A(0. 0, 0, • • •)»   and

hb = (*(*,), A(&2), • • • , h(bn), 0, 0, • • •)•

(Note that h(ak) = h(bk) = 0 for k > n because i(co) = 0 and zz > |s|, |t|.) The
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solution corresponding to this extended solution h can be represented by the first

sequence ha. Now s V t = (Jx, yx) is constructed so that /: V —► M is in

v0(Jx, yx, i) if and only if there exist g: V —*■ M in u0(G, a, t) and h: V —► M in

i>0(/f, 0, t) such that

/« = Cffci) + A(«i),^«2) + ¿(fl2)> * * ' .*(*„) + KaH), 0, 0, • • •),

4 = (¿?(0i),¿?(&2)» *  *  *  >gQ>n)>g(al)>g(a2)> '  ' '  >#(«„)>

h(bx), h(b2), • • • , h(bn), h(ax), h(a2), • • • , h(an), 0, 0, • • •)•

So, the solutions fa correspond precisely to sums of solutions^ + ha, as was

required. Similarly, for s A t = (J2, y2), f: V—* M is in vQ(J2, 72,.i) if and

only if there exist g in v0(G, a, t) and h in i>0(/f, 0, i) such that fa= ga — ha and

fb is again given by the formula above. Therefore, the solutions fa corresponding

to s A t are just the solutions common to s and t, as was required.

3.3. For s, t in D(K; R), s V t ~ t V s and s A t ~ t A s.

Proof. Clearly t V s is the renumbering of s V t using tr2n(0, 1) for n =

max{|s|, |t|}, and similarly t A s is the renumbering of s A t using tr2n(0, 1).

3.4. Let (G U /, a) and (H U /, a) be in D(K; R), and suppose that for

every g in G there exists h in H such that g(ck) = h(ck) for all ck in V such that

a(ck) # to, and that for every h in H there exists g in G such that g(ck) = h(ck)

for all ck in V such that <Ack) =£ co.  Then (G U /, a) ~ (H U /, a) in D(K; R).

In particular, if g in G and g(ck) # 0 implies a(ck) = cj for all ck in V, then

(G U /, a) ~ (/, a).  Furthermore, if a" = \pw, then (J, a) ~ (0, \¡/J).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses for (G U /, a) and (H U /, a), and choose

n > \(G U J, a)|, \(H U /, a)|. Perform null variable deletions at ck for all values

of k < n such that a(ck) = w. So, we obtain (G U /, a) ~ (G0 U J0, a) and

(H U J, a) ~ (H0 U J0, a), where G0 is the set of equations obtained from equa-

tions g of G by dropping all nonzero terms g(ck)ck for which a(ck) = co, and H0

and JQ are obtained from H and /, respectively, in the same way. By the hypoth-

eses on G and H, however, we have G0 = H0, and so (G U /, a) ~ (H U /, a).

Suppose that g(ck) # 0 implies ct(ck) = co for all g in G and ck in V. Then

(G U J, a) ~ ({0} U J, a) as above, for G ^ 0. IfJ is nonempty, then ({0} U/, a)

~ (/, a) by a linear combination deletion. It is also easily checked that ({0}, a) ~

(0, a), so (G U /, a) ~ (/, a).

Finally, suppose a" = 4>u. Noting that (/, a) ~ (/„, a) by null variable

deletions as above, we observe that h in /„ implies h(ak) = 0 for k > 1 because

aa = ipw. Also, h(bk) = 0ifk>m= \(J0, a)\. But then (/0, a) ~ (0, ipj by
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an inessential variables deletion of J0 using {bx, b2, • • • , bm}. This completes

the proof of 3.4.

3.5. 7/s, t are in D(K; R) and m > |s|, |t|, then s V t ~ Vm(s, t) and s At

~*m(M).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses, and let zz = max{|s|, |t|}. If ym(s, t) =

(J, y), then y(ak) - y(bm+k) = y(b3m+k) = co for zz < k < zzz. If /, =

K ~bm+k~ b3m+k: n<k<m}, then (/, y)~(J-Jx, y) by 3.4. But s V t

= yn(s, t) is clearly a renumbering of (J - Jx, 7), so s V t ~ vm(s, t). The proof

that s A t ~ zm(s, t) is similar.

3.6. E(K; R) is a congruence for meet and join in D(K; R).

Proof. Suppose s, t, u are in D(K; R), and zz = max{|s|, |t|, |u|}. It suf-

fices to prove the following lemma: If sEA for some ;, / < 7, then ym(s, u) ~

ym(t, u) and zm(s, u) ~ zm(t, u) for some m,m> n. From this lemma and 3.5,

an induction argument proves that s ~ t implies s A u ~ t A u and s V u ~ t V u.

Using this result and 3.3, it follows that E(K; R) is a congruence.

If t is a constraint decrease of s at ak using g, then yn(t, u) can be otained

from yn(s, u) by two constraint decreases (at bn+k using gôn 0, then at ak using

ak ~bn+k ~b3n + k'-

If t isa null variable deletion of s at ak and m>k,n, then ym(t, u) can be

obtained from vm(s, u) by a null variable deletion at bm + k followed by a null

variable augmentation at bm+k restoring the linking equationak ~bm+k ~b3m+k.

If t is a renumbering of s by a renumbering function £, then we can suppose

without loss of generality that %(bk) = bk for all k > n. But then yn(t, u) is a

renumbering of yn(s, u) using % also.

In the remaining cases, it is relatively easy to show that s/J-t impliesym(s, u)

Eym(t, u) for some sufficiently large zzz. We will omit these cases, plus all the

similar arguments showing that sEjt implies zm(s, u) ~ zm(t, u). This outlines

the proof of the lemma, completing the proof of 3.6.

Definition. If G,. C FR(V) for i = 1,2,« • • ,zz,let [[GX,G2,'• • ,G„]]

denote the R-submodule of FR(V) generated by Gx U G2 U • • • U G„.

3.7. If (G U H, a) and (G U J, a) are in D(K; R) such that [[G, H] ] =

[ [G, /] ], rTzezz (G U H, a) ~ (G U /, a). In particular, (G U H, a) ~ (G U (- H), a).

Proof. Assuming the hypotheses, both (G U H, a) and (G U /, a) are equiv-

alent to (G U H U /, a) by some number of linear combination augmentations.

For the second part, observe that [[G, H]] = [[G, ~H]].

Definition. Suppose J0,JX,> • • , Jp and G0, Gx, • • • , Gq are finite

subsets of FR(V), and a, a0, ax, • • • ,aq are lattice constraint functions. For
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m> 1, Fm(J0,Jx,' ' ' ,Jp\G0, (?,,••• ,Gq) denotes

/0 U/, U - • - U/p U Go0miO U Glt3m;1 U • - • U G^Mf,s

and/m(a|a0,a1,- • • , aq) denotes a Vao0mO V a,Öml v ■ ' ■ V<*q9m<q.

In general, we will use these notations only when m > \(G¡, a¡)\ for 0 < / < q,

and a = a". In this case, we observe that h in G¡9m ¡ for some i, 0 < i < q,

implies that fc(ak) = 0 for all k > 1, and h(bk) = 0 unless 2im <k< (2i + 2)m.

Furthermore, y = fm(a\u0, o,, • • ■ , aq) is then given by y(ak) = a(ak) for all

k > 1, 7(*2im+*) = a,(ôk) and 7(ô(2,+ i)m + fe) " a,(afe) for fc < m and 0 < z < <7,

and y(bk) = co for k > (2q + 2)m.

Suppose ix,i2,' • ' , ip and jx, j2, • • • , ;   are nonnegative integers, and

m > 1. Define Pll'i2''"'lP(m) as the following subset of FP(V):
Jl<J2''"'Iq R

IZ  bikm+d) - (Z bjkm+d)■ d**l,2,> •• ,mZ   bikm+d) - I È
u=i /    U = i

For example,P3<9(m) = {b3m+d - blm+d - b9m+d: d < m}. In the following,

we will often let

abbreviate

ipi2,
O,  ,   ... ;    and  R   ,•

ß/1.v-./>)  and ^•••¿(w)''<7

respectively, when m can be understood from the context. In particular, m is

understood for an argument of the Fm notation.

3.8. Let H,G0,GX,- • • ,Gnbe finite subsets of FR(V),letm>\(Gi,\pLJ)\

for 0 < i < n, and let rx, r2, r3 G R such that rx G {1, - 1}. Suppose i, j and k

are distinct integers, 0 < i, /, k < n, such that the following equations are in H:

rib2im+d + r2b2jm +d + r3b2km +d whenever demand g(bd) * 0

for some g in G-,   and

rib(2i+i)m+d +r2b(2j+i)m+d + r3b(2k + i)m +d whenever d < m and

g(ad) + 0 for some g in G¡.

Furthermore, suppose either that r3 = 0 or that G- C Gk.   Then Gj9m ¡ C

[[Fm(H\G0, G,, • • • , G„)] ]. If in addition r2 G {1, - 1], and H, = 0, Ht =

G¡ U Gj and Hp = Gp for p * i, j, then

[[Fm(H\G0,Gx,- • • ,G„)]] = [[Fm(H\H0,Hx,- • • ,Hn)]].
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IfG,J,J0,Jx,- - • , /„ are finite subsets ofFR(V) such that zzz > \(J, ipw)\

and Qx(m) C G, then

[[Fm(G,J\JQ,Jx,-- • ,/„)]] = [[Fm(G\JUJ0,Jx,- • • ,/„)]].

Proof. Assume the hypotheses of the first part, and observe that g G G,

implies

rlgdm,i+r2g9m,j+r3g6m,k

m

- H   g(bd)(rlb2 im+d +r2b2 jm+d +r3b2km+d)
d = l

m

- X   S(ßd)(rlb(2i+l)m+d + r2b(2j+l)m+d +r3b(2k+l)m+d) = °-
d = l

But r3g0.mk G [[Gk0mk] ] because either r3 = 0 or G; C Gk, by hypothesis.

So, GjOmJc [[H, GjOm<¡, Gk6m>k]] because rx G {1, - 1}, and

[[H,Gkdmk,GjdmJ]] = [[H,GkOmk,GjOmi]]

if we also assume r2 G {1, - 1}. This proves the first part.

For the second part, observe that g G J implies that

m

S-8em,o- Z g(ad)(ad-bm+d) = 0.
d = l

Therefore, [[G,J]] = [[G,JOm0]] if Qx (zzz) C G, and the result follows. This

completes the proof of 3.8.

Definition. We will use reverse functional notation for lattice polynomials

w(sj, s2, • • • , sq) with variables s¡, i < q, in D(K; R). That is, a "D(K; R) poly-

nomial" is recursively defined as (1) a one-term sequence (x0) with x0 G D(K; R),

or (2) a sequence formed from shorter D(K; R) polynomials e and e0 by juxtapos-

ing sequences e * e0 * (xn), where xn G {V, A}. (For example, (sx, s2, V, s3, Sj,

V, A) is the D(K; R) polynomial usually written as (sx V s2) A (s3 V Sj).) Given

a D(K; R) polynomial w(sx, s2, • • • , s.) = (x0, xx, • • • , xn), there is a unique

D(K; R) polynomial wt(sx, s2, • • • , s^) of form (xj, x]+ x, • • • ,x¡) for each i,

0 < i < n. If x¡ = sp in D(K; R), then wt(sx, s2, • • • , s^) = (x¡). 1îxt G {v, A},

however, then there exists a unique integer k, j <k < i, such that

wfc-i(si>s2>* * " »í«)53 (Xj'Xj+f' ' ' >xk-i)>

wi-i(si>s2>' ' ' >sq) = (.xk'xk + i>' ' ' >xi-i)   and

w¡(sx,s2,- • - ,sq) = wk_x(sx,s2,- • • ,sq)xiwi_x(sx,s2,- ' • ,sq).
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In this case, we say that x¡ is "connected" to xk_x and x¡_x. Of course,

w„(sj, s2, • • • ,sq) = w(sx, s2, • • • , sq). We observe that x0 is in D(K; R)

always, and that xn G {v, A} if n > 0. Furthermore, there is a unique "path"

from xn to each x¡, i < n; that is, there is a sequence x¡ , x¡ , • • • , x¡   such

that x,   = x„, x¡   = X, and x¡. is connected to x,., , for 1 < / <p.'1 "      lp        ' 'j 7+1

Suppose w(Sj, s2, • • • , sq) = (x0, xx, • • • , xn) is a D(K; R) polynomial,

for s; = (G¡, a¡) in D(K; R), i<,q. We will recursively define Fm(x0,xx,' • • ,xn)

in D(K; R), for any m > \sx\, |s2|, • • • , |s (. If x¡ = sp for some p <q, then

define Ht = Gp and 0,. = ap. If xf G {v, A}, then let H¡ = 0 and 0, = *pu. We

now define Fm(x0,xx,' • • ,xn) = (J, y) as follows:

J = Fm(H\H0,H1,- • ,#„),

7 = /m(w(a1,a2,- • • ,aq)a\ß0,ß1,' • • ,0„).

It remains to give the definition of H. For any finite set I containing sequences

t — (i,, i2, • • • , Í-) °f nonnegative integers, let ß(7) denote Ute/ ßt- (F°r

example, if 7 = {(1), (5, 7)}, then Q(I) = QXU QS1.) If / and /' are sets of

sequences of integers, let / * /' denote the juxtaposition set product {i * i:

t G /, i' G /'}. (For example, / * /' = {(1, 5), (1, 7, 9), (3, 5), (3, 7, 9)} if / =

{(1), (3)} and /' = {(5), (7, 9)}.) We now define a sequence /„,/,,• ■ • , /„ of

such sets recursively, using (x0,xx, • • • ,xn). lfx¡ is in D(K;R), let I¡ = {(2i + 1)}.

Otherwise, x¡ G {V, A}, so x¡ is connected to xk_x and x¡_x for a unique k < i.

In that case, define I¡ = Ik_x * I¡_x if jcf equals V, and define It = Ik_l U Il_l

if x¡ equals A. This uniquely defines /0, /,, • • • , /„, and the definition of

Fm(x0' *i ' * * * ' xn) is completed by setting // = ß(/„).

Example. Suppose w(s1,s2,s3) = (s,,s2, V,83,8p V, A),where sf =

(Gj, a,.) for i = 1,2,3. By our definitions, I0 = {(1)}, Ix = {(3)}, I2 = I0 * Ix

= {(1, 3)}, I3 = {(7)}, /4 = {(9)}, /s * I3 * /4 = {(7, 9)} and 7S - /2 U 7S -

{(1, 3), (7, 9)}. Therefore, Q(I6) = ß13 U ß7>9, so Fm(s,, s2, V,s3,st, V, A) =

(/, 7) as given below:

J = Fm(Qi,3> 07,9^1. ^2- ^ C3, Gi).   and

T =/m(((ai v a2) A (a3 V ax))a\ax, a2, </-,„, a3, o,).

Note that we have replaced the union symbol in the expression for Q(I6) by a

comma, as our Fm notation permits. We will replace union symbols by commas

similarly in subsequent evaluations of Fm applied to D(K; R) polynomials. We

will also delete final null terms, as Hs = H6 = 0 and 0S = 06 = \pu were deleted

above.

3.9. If w(sx, s2, • • • ,sq) = (x0,xx,' ' • ,xn) is a D(K; R) polynomial

and m > \sx\, |s2|, • • • , |s I, then
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w(sx ,s2,- • ' ,sq)~ Fm(x0, xx, • ' • , xn),   in D(K; R).

Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and let sf = (G¡, a¡) for i < q. Let

Fm(*0> xl > ' * * ' xn) ~ (J0> To) for ^0 = Fm(Q(!rÏÏH0' Hl» * * * » Hn) and

To = /m(w(ai ' a2' ' ' ' ' "^"IfV ßi» • * * . ßn)> where the sequences (H0, Hx,

• • • , //„), (0O, 0i, • • • , 0„) and (70, /,,*•• , /„) are formed as described

above. Define a sequence U0, Ux, • • • , Un of subsets of FR(V) and a sequence

k0, kx , ' • • , Kn of lattice constraint functions as follows:  If x¡ — sp in D(K;R),

then U¡ = //f = Gp and k¡ = 0f = ap. If jcf G {V, A}, then x,. is connected to

xk_x and x¡_x for a unique zc < i. In this case, k¡ = w,-^, a2, • • • , aq)a,

and U¡ = 02fc_i,2i-i tf*i equals V, and i/f = Q2k_x U ô2/_! if *,- equals A.

Define a sequence (/0, 70), (Jx,yx),' ' • , (/„, yn) inD(AT; R) as follows:

/, = Fm(Q(In)\U0, Ux, • • • , U,, Hi+x,Hi+2,    • • , #„),

^/mO^l'^'* * '  >afl)alK0'Kl>' ' '  >K,•>0^•+l>0í+2>• * '  »P«)-

(Since x0 G D(K; R), the two definitions of (/0, 70) agree.) We intend to prove

that (/,_ ,, 7,_, ) ~ (/„ 7,) in D(K; R) for 0 < i < zz.

Consider first the following lemma:  For 0 < / < zz, if i = (ix, i2, • • • , z') G

//s and Mj = [[Fm(0|f7o, IA,, • • • , I/})]], thenP2/+I c My. Using induction

on /, we note that If = {(2/ + 1)} if x¡ is in OÍA'; R), and so P2/ + ' = {0} for i

in /■ in this case, and in the case / = 0 in particular. Assuming the induction

hypothesis, suppose x, G {V, A}, where Xj is connected to xk_x and x_x, and

i G L, If Xj equals V, then t = ix * ^ for some ix in 7fc_j and i2 in /i_j. Fur-

thermore, Pll±\t2j-i " ^/Vz c #/. and P2*-1 C Mfc_j C Af;. and P2'"1 C
M,-\ c M.- by the induction hypothesis. Therefore

P2i+l c [[^i-1!^-!^""1.^2/"1]] C M;.    if x, equals V.

Finally, suppose Xj equals A, so i G Ik_x U j^_j. Observing that P\'k^x UP2/!+j

= UjQm¿ C M¡, we see that

P?+1 c t^.1,-^-']] P M,  or   p2/+i c [{Pg+J,^/-!]] c Mf,

using the induction hypothesis. This completes the proof of the lemma.

If xt is in D(K; R), then (/,._x, y¡_x) = (J¡, y¡). So, assume that x¡ G

{V, A}, and let k be the unique integer, 0 < k < i, such that x¡ is connected to

xk_x and xf_x. If x¡ equals V, then make defined variable augmentations at

b(2-i+\)m+d for d < m using the equations PlkViai_x(jn). Since P2k+_\j2i_x

= Q2k-i,2i-iem,i = Uiem,iand Ki = w¡(ax,a2,- • • .a,)" =wk_x(ax,a2,...,aqf

V w¡_x(ax, a2, • • • , a9)a = (Kfc_1)a v 0<,_i)a, the above argument proves

Qi-i, 7,-i) ~ {.Jit 7,)- Now suppose that x¡ equals A. We make defined variable
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augmentations at 2>(2,+i)m+d f°i d <m using Plk+_}x(m). Since Pl'k+_\ =

Ö2fc-1 em,i> we obtain (Ji-1. T/_ i) ~ (J*, 7?) as given below:

Jf = Fm(Q(In)\U0,Ux,' • • ,Ui.x,Q2k_x,Hi+x,Hi+2,' • • ,#„),

Tf^miwiai.0^'* * * >ac7)alK0'Kl.,,'.K/-l.(K/c-l)a^/+l''3/+2'",'U-

We now prove that P^jtl c [[7*]]. Clearly I0, Ix, ••♦,/„ are nonempty

sets, so we choose sequences ij in 7fc_, and t2 in I¡_x and note that {ix, i2] C /,..

Since i = n or there is a "path" from x„ to x¡, we can find (possibly empty)

sequences t3 and t4 such that i5 = i3 * t, * t4 and i6 = t3 * t2 * t4 are in /„.

Now.Pj C [[ßls, ßt6]] C [[$/„)]] C [[/*]]. (For example, P|i7 C [[ß139,

Ôi,s,7,9]]-)  But then

1£î c [Pfl*-1..'C-,.'g.1ít1|]Í <= [[/*]],
using the lemma and the equation Q2k^i9mi = P2k+_\. So (/*, 7*) ~ (/(., y¡)

by linear combination augmentations adding the equations P2¡^1 = Q2i_x9m ¡,

followed by constraint decreases at b,2i+x\m+d for d < m using these equations,

since k¡ - w¡(ax, a2, • • • , aqf = wk_x(ax, a2, • • • , aqf A w¡_x(ax, a2, • • •, aqf

= (Kfc_i)a A (K,_,)a. This completes the proof that (//_,, 7f_,) ~ (/,, 7,) for

0<z<«.

Let /= Fm(Q2n+l\U0, Ux, • • • , i/„), and recall that

Jn = Fm(Q(In)\U0,Ux,-> ,Un).

For 1 in /„, note that Pt2n + 1 C Fm(0|C/o, Ux, • • • , Un) by the lemma, and

also that [[ß2„+1,/\2"+I]] = Hö..P?"+y]. But then [[/]] = [[/„]] fol-

lows, and so (/„, 7„) ~ (/, yn) by 3.7.

Finally, we prove that (/, yn) ~ w(sx, s2, • • • , sq) by induction on w.   If

n = 0, then (x0) = (s¿) and w(sj, s2, • • • , s^) = s;. for some/. So,/ = F^Q^Gj)

and 7„ = (a/la,), and (/, 7„) ~ (/', tn) for /' - Fm(ß„ GA0) by 3.8 and 3.7.

Replacing Qx by - ßj using 3.7, and eliminating - Qx by defined variable dele-

tions at bm+d for d < m, we obtain (/', 7n) ~ s-. This proves (/, 7,,) ~

w(si,s2,' • • ,sg)if n = 0.

Now suppose that « > 0, so xn G {V, A} and xn is connected to xk_x and

x„_i for a unique &, 0<&<w. That is, w = wk_xxnwn_x, where wk_x =

(Jf0, »,,•••, ^ft_,) and wn_x = (xfc,xfc+,, ' • • ,*„_,)•  Suppose that wfc_,

~ u0 and wn_x ~ u1 are the equivalences obtained by using the induction hypoth-

esis for wk_x and wn_x. If p > |u0|, |u,], then w ~ >\,(u0, u^ if xn equals V

and w ~ z (u0, ut) if xn equals A.

Suppose x„ equals V. Using 3.4 to eliminate null equations ad - bp+d -

b3 +d for m < d < p and then renumbering, we can show that yp(xx0, Uj) ~
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(Wx, Xx) as given below:

^1 =^m(Ô2n + 3,2M + 5>^>2k-l>^>2fJ-ll^0> ^1>" ' " ' ^n-l)>

Xl =/m(w(al.û;2'• ' * ,aqy\n0,Klt' • • ,Kn_x,^CJ,(Kk_x)a,(Kn_x)a).

If we introduce equations Pffc-í 2n-i DV defined variable augmentations at

b(2n + i)m+d f°r d <*m, and then apply 3.7 by noting that:

tin p2n + l p2n + 3    p2n + 5n
lL5¿2/J + 3,2n + 5'r2fc-l,2n-l» r2k-l> r2n-lJJ

— Ifn p2n + l p2n + 3   p2n+5ll
LL^2n + l» r2fc-l,2n-l> r2k-l > r2n-í¡i'

we obtain (Wx, Xx) ~ (W2, X2), where

W2=Fm{Q2n + X,Plnk+-\,P22n+-\\UQ, Ult- • « , 0„),

X2 B/mW8l'aJ»' ' '  .Oig)al*o»Kl»* ' '  »«n.(«/c-l)a'(Kn-l)a)-

(Recall that C/-„0m>B = PÍ¡£l2„_x) But (W2, A2) ~ (/, 7f|) by eliminating

Pik-i anc* Pln-t by defined variable deletions. This proves that (/, yn) ~

w(sx, s2, • • • , Sç) if x„ equals V.

Suppose xn equals A. Using 3.4 to eliminate null equations ad - bp+d and

ad - b3p+d for zzz < d < p and renumbering, we can show that rp(u0, ux) ~

(W3, X3) for

W3=Fm(Q2n + l,Q2n + 3,P22nkt\,P22nHt3l\U0, Ux, • • •  ,£/-„_,),

A3 =/m(W(0il'0:2''  '  '  »afl)a|K0'Kl''  '  *  . K«-15 (Kfc_l)a,(K„_l)a)-

Since Un0mn = P2%t\ U P2ü+¡,we use 3.7 and the equation

[[Ô2n+1> Q-2n + 3> ̂ 2/i-lJl  "  [[Ö2n+l'-ß2)i + l»-Ö2n + 3> ̂ 2«-lJj

to obtain (W3, X3) ~ (W4, X3), where

^4=^m(Ô2n + l.-Ô2«+l.-02« + 3li/0.^1.-* '  > Un)-

Finally, (W4, X3) ~ (/, yn) as follows:  Make constraint decreases at b(2n + x^m+d

and ¿>(2„+3)m+d for d < zzz using the equations - Q2n+X and - Q2n+3' respec-

tively. Then eliminate - Q2n+1 by linear combination deletions and eliminate

- Q2n + 3 by defined variable deletions. This completes the induction proving that

(/, 7„) ~ w(sx, s2, • • • s_), and so we have proved 3.9.

Definition. Let s = (G, a) and t = (H, 0) in D(K; R). Write s « t if

GDH,a" C ß" and a(bk) C ß(bk) for all * < |t|.

3.10. If s « t zzz 0(A; iî), rzzezz t V s î» t.

Proof. Assume s « t in D(K; R) for s = (G, a) and t = (H, 0). Choosing
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m > |s|, \t\ and using 3.9 and the renumbering function tr2m(0, 2), we obtain

t V s ~ Fm(t, s, v) ~ f/i, 7i)> where

A =^(Ô3,s 10. C,//)    and    71=/m((aV0)a|^,a,0).

Introducing equations J = {bk - b2m+k - b4m+k: k < |t|} C P%4 and equations

P3S by defined variable augmentations at bk for k < It I and at bm+k for k < m,

we obtain (Jx,y\) ~ (J2, y2) for

h = ^m(Ô3,s. '. ^3,slÄ G, H)   and    72 =/m(í3al0, a, 0).

(The hypotheses aa C 0a and a(ôk) C ß(bk) for & < |t| were used.) From 3.8

and the hypothesis HC G, we obtain [[/2] ] = [[Fm(ß35, 7, 7^17/, G, 0)] ].

Since - P¡s = P3* and [[ß3)5, Pf,s] ] = [[ß,, T^3,5] ], several applications of

3.7 show that (72, y2) ~ (73, y2) for 73 - Fm(Qx>- 7, 7>3,s|77, G, 0). But - 7

and P3,s can be eliminated by defined variable deletions at b4m+k for k < |t| and

at bSm+k for fc < m, respectively, again using the hypotheses for a and 0. So,

(73, 72) ~ (74, 72) for 74 = Fm(Qx\H, G). Finally, observe that (74, y2) ~ Fm(t)

by the inessential variables deletion of G9mX using {bk: 2m <k < 6m}. There-

fore, t V s ~ t by 3.9 and transitivity, completing the proof of 3.10.

3.11. M(K; R) is a modular lattice.

Proof. By 3.6 and 3.3, M(K; R) has well-defined and commutative meet

and join operations. Let s = (G, a), t = (H, 0) and u = (7, 7) in D(K; R), and

m — max{|s|, |t|, |u|}. To prove the associativity of join in Af(7C; R), we use 3.9

and observe that Fm(s, t, u, V, V) = (Gx, ax) for G, = Fm(Qx3¡s\G, H, 7) and

ai = 7"m((a v ß V 7)a|a, 0, 7), and that Fm(s, t, V, u, V) is the renumbering of

(G^a^by tr2m(2,3). Replacing V by A and ß13S by Qx> Q3, Qs above, a

proof of the associativity of the meet operation in M(K; R) is obtained.

We now prove that s0 ~ sx if s0 = (s V t) A (s V u) and st = s V

(t A (s V u)).   By 3.9 and the renumbering function tr2m(3, 4), we have

s0 ~ Fm(s, t, V, s, u, V, A) ~ (Hx, 0,), where

#1 = Fm(Qx3, ß7)9IG, 77, 0, 7, G),

h - /»,(((« V 0) A (a V 7))ala, 0, -//w, y, a).

If we introduce equations Pg,4 and P\,s by defined variable augmentations at

b4m+k and bsm+k ^or * ^m> and tften apply 3.8 and 3.7 using these equations,

we obtain (Hx, 0,) ~ (772, 02), where

H2 = Fm(öi,3.07,9.^8,4> pl'*\G> H> G, 7,0),      02 = fm((ßx)a\a,ß,a,y,a).
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We can now use 3.7 to replace Pg'4 by Pq4 and P91'5 by P9 s (negation) and

also replace ß7>9 by öliS7, since [[P?s, ß79]] = [[P?s, ßIiSi7]]. But then

it is possible to eliminate P$ 4 and P9 s by defined variable deletions at b8m+k

and ô9m+fc for k < zzz, and obtain (H2, 02) ~ (#3, 03) as follows:

#3 = ^m(Ôi,3. Ôi ,5,7IC #» G, A      03 = /m((0,)a|a, 0, a, 7).

We now add equations P3 7 C [[ßt 3, Oi 57]] by linear combination augmenta-

tions, and then make constraint decreases at b3m+k for k <m, using these equa-

tions. Then (H3, 03) ~ (#4, 04), where

#4 - ^(01,3' ßi,s,7. P¡,i\G, H, G, /),

ß4 = fmiißiYla, 0O, a, 7) for (ß0Y = (0 A (a V 7))a and (ß0)b = 0Ö.

Finally, we make constraint decreases at ak for k < zzz using the equations of Qx 3,

then make constraint increases at b3m + k for zc < zzz using P3 7 equations and

reversing the previous constraint decreases at b3m+k, and then eliminate Pf 7 by

linear combination deletions. This proves (H4, 04) ~ (Hs, 0S) as given below:

#5 = Fm(Qi,3> 0,,s,7lG,^,G, /),      0S =fm((a V (0 A (a V 7)))ala,0,a,T).

(We have used the fact that (0!)" A (0s)a = (05)a because x V (y A (x V z)) C

(xVj)A(rV z) in the lattice A".) But (Hs, 0S) = Fm(s, t, s, u, V, A, V) ~ sx

by 3.9, so we have proved the required equivalence s0 ~ sx.

We now prove the absorption laws for M(K; R). It is easily checked that

Fm(s, t, A) « Fm(s). But then we obtain the absorption equivalence s V (s A t)

~ s by 3.10, 3.6 and 3.9. Furthermore, if we substitute s A t for u in the equiva-

lence s0 ~ Sj above, and then reduce both sides of the resulting equivalence using

the above absorption equivalence, 3.3 and 3.6, we obtain a proof of the dual

absorption equivalence s A (s V t) ~ s. Therefore, M(K; R) is a lattice. But then

the equivalence s0 ~ Sj proved above implies that M(K; R) is modular, completing

the proof of 3.11.

3.12. For any (0, 1) lattice K,\p: K —* M(K; R) is a lattice homomorphism

such that i//(co) is a minimum element for M(K; R).

Proof. For x, y in K, we can show that (0, tyx\jy) is a union deletion of

(0, \¡/x) V (0, ¡Py), and so they are equivalent. Starting from (0, \¡jx) A (0, \py),

replace ax - b¡ by - a, + b, for / = 2, 4 using 3.7. Then constraint decreases

and defined variable deletions at z32 and b4 lead to the result (0, ^A ) ~ (0, \¡/x)

A (0, \¡jy). Therefore, ^ is a lattice homomorphism. If s A (0, i//w) = (/, 7) in

D(K; R), we observe that ya = i//w. Therefore, s A (0, ^w) ~ (0, \¡/u) by 3.4,

and so i^(co) is a minimum element for M(K; R). This proves 3.12.
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Definition. Let m > 1. For g in FR(V), Am(s) denotes the h in FR(V)

such that h(ak) = 0 for k < m, /z(afe) = g(ak_m) for k> m, and /z(£fc) = g(bk)

for it > 1. If G C FÄ(K), let XW(G) denote {Xm(g): g G G}. Similarly, if a is a

lattice constraint function, let Xm(a) denote the lattice constraint function 0 such

that ß(ak) = cj if k < m, ß(ak) = a(ak_m) if k > m, and ß(bk) = a(bk) for k> 1.

Let 7>m(r0, r,, • • • , r„) for r0, rx, • • • , rn in 7? denote

{r0ak +rxam+k +r2a2m+k + • • • + rnanm+k: k = 1, 2, • • • , m}.

For example, Dm(l,r) = {ak + ram+k: k <m}.

If s = (G, a) in £»(7C; 7?), let 7rm(s) denote (Xm(G), Xm(a)) in D(K\ R), and

let 5m(s, r) denote (Xm(G) U Dm(l, r), 5m(a)) in 7XAT; 7?) for rinR, where

Ôm(a)ft = ab, dm(a)(ak) = a(ak) for k<m, and Sm(a)(afc) = a(afc_m) for

k > m. lfm> |s|, then 5m(a) = a" V Xm(a).

If s ~ t in 7)(7C; R), then rrm(s) ~ 7rm(t) and <5m(s, r) ~ Sm(t, r) for r in 7?

can be verified without much difficulty. If x = [s] in M(K; R), therefore, we

can define Tim(x) = [?rm(s)] and 5m(x, r) = [5m(s, r)] in M(K; R), independently

of the choice of representative s of x.

Let |x| denote min{|s|: x — [s]}forx in M(K; R). We will consider nm(x)

and Sm(x, r) only when m > |x|. Observe that |îrm(x)l < m + \x\. Furthermore,

|Sm(x, r)\ < m + \x\, deleting null equations from Dm(l, r) by 3.4 if necessary.

Interpretation.  Given an embedding i: K —* F(M; R) such that i(a>) = 0,

let the solution set v*(x) of x in M(K; R) be the common solution set v(G, a, i)

of all the representatives (G, a) of x, (G, a) in D(K; R). For k = \x\, the solu-

tions ofx in Tf(Mn;R) are certain sequences of the form (vvv2,m • • ,vk,0,0,' • •)>

where v¡ G M for j < k. lfm> \x\, then (vx, v2, • • • , ufc, 0, 0, • • *) is in ^*0c)

if and only if the two sequences below are in v*(nm(x)) and v*(bm(x, r)), respec-

tively:

(0,0,« • • ,0,vx,v2,' • • ,vk,0,0,- ' •),

(-rvx,-rv2,' • • ,-rvk,0, • • • , 0, vx, v2, • • • , vk, 0, 0, • • •)•

(In both cases above, v¡ appears in the (m + i)th position of the sequence.)  That

is, v*(irm(x)) is an 7?-module which is isomorphic to v*(x) and is disjoint from

v*(x) in I}(MN; R), obtained by translating m coordinate positions to the right.

Furthermore, v*(8m(x, r)) is the "negative graph" (see [7, §2]) of the 7?-homo-

morphism rF, where F: v*(nm(x)) —> v*(x) is the translation isomorphism.

(Since 7? is commutative, rF is 7?-linear.) In particular, v*(8m(x, 1)) is the nega-

tive graph of F and of its reciprocal F_1 : v*(x) —*■ v*(Tim(x)). In AM^K.R^, maps

can be specified by suitable pairs of lattice elements, each element acting like the

negative graph of anTÎ-homomorphism. To specify ÇA(r): A —> A for A = x/t//(co)
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in Ajm.mwe will use the elements 8m(x, r) and 5m(x, 1) for zzz = |*|. This

corresponds to the composite

F * rF

in the interpretation. The definition of ÇA(r) for arbitrary objects A of AM/K-tR\

is a slight modification of the definition described for the case above.

3.13. Ifxis in M(K; R), r is in R and m> \x\, then 5m(x, r) Gx V nm(x),

Tm(x) C x V 5m(x, r) and r = 1 implies that x C nm(x) V Sm(x, r). Further-

more, x A 5m(x, r) = \p(u), and r=\ implies that nm(x) A bm(x, r) = \p(co).

Ifx0,xx,' • • , xd are in M(K; R) and n > \xx I, \x21, • • • , \xd\, then nn(x0)

A(x,Vx2V'.'Vx(()= i//(co). IfyCz in M(K; R)andp>\, then irp(y)

C zrp(z) and dp(y, r) C 8p(z, r).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses for x, r and zzz, and choose s = (G, a) in

D(K; R) such that x = [s] and zzz > |s|. Using 3.9 and the renumbering tr4m(0,2),

we have 5m(s, r) ~ F2m(5m(s, r)) ~ (Jx, yx), where

h = F2m(Qs(2m)\0, 0, Om(l, r) U Xm(G)),

7, =/2m(("a V Xm(a))al^w, *w, a« V Xm(a)).

By defined variable augmentations, the following sets of equations are introduced:

P\o(m), Pt(m), P¡x(m) and f = {bk +rbSm+k: k<m}. So,(Jx,yx)~(J2,y2)

as given below.

h = F2m(.Qs(2m)' P\o(m)> pt(.m)> *ii<W. J'\0, 0, Dm(\,r) U Xm(G)),

72 =/2m(K V Xm(a))a|a, Xm(a), a" V Xm(a)).

Now Q2(m) C [[ßs(2zzz), P20(zzz)] ] and y2(b6m+k) = Xm(a)(afc) = co for k < zzz,

so (J2, 72) ~ (J2 U Q2 6(m), y2) by linear combination augmentations followed

by null variable augmentations. Similarly, we can add the remaining zzz equations

of Qx 3(2m) not in ß2 6(zzz) by linear combination augmentations from [[ß5(2z?z),

P7j(zzz)] ] followed by null variable augmentations. Furthermore, we have

G02m>o c [[K(G)02m>2,J',P2xo(m), Om(l, r)d2m>2]]    and

K,(Gy>2m,i c [[\,{G)02mt2,Pt{m),P¡x(m)]].

The first inclusion follows because g in G implies g02m 0 equals

m

-rK(.g)d2m,2 +    L   [s(Pk)(.bk +rb&m+k) + *(**)(&2m + * +,"ôllm+fc)]'
fc = l
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and b2m+k + rb\lm + k is the sum of b2m+k ~ b\0m+k in P¡o(m) and bWm + k

+ rbXXm+k in Dm(l, r)92m2. The second inclusion follows from 3.8, so (J2,y2)

~ (73, 72) for 73 = 72 U F2m(ß13(2/w)|G, Xm(G)). But

(/3,72)«F2m(s,Trm(s),V),

and so 8m(x, r) C x V 7rm(x) by 3.9 and 3.10.

By arguments similar to the foregoing, we obtain 7Tm(s) ~ (77j, ßx) ~

(772, 02), given as follows:

Hx = F2m(Q5(2m)\0, 0,Xm(G)),

ßl=f2m(\*(f*)a\K>K>\n(«y)>

H2 = F2m(Qs(2m), P¡(m), Plx(m), 77', P2'6(m)\0, Dm(\,r), Xm(G)),

J32 = /2m(Xm(a)fl|a, aa V Xm(a), Xm(a)),

77' = {bk-rb8m+k: k<m}.

(Note that Dm(l, r)92ml is obtained by defined variable augmentations at b6m+k

for k < m, and that these equations must be introduced before those in P2 '6(m).)

We can obtain equations ß2 6(m) by negating P2'6(m) using 3.7 and then making

null variable deletions and then augmentations at each ak,k < w. The m equa-

tions of ßj 3(2m) - ß2 Am) can be obtained by the method previously used. We

see that

G92m,0 C [[Xm(G)02OTi2, 77', Dm(l,r)92m<x, P2\m), P7xx(m)]],

observing that b2m+k - rbXXm+k is in [[Dm(l, r)92mX, P2<6(m), P¡x(m)]] for

all k < m. Using the previous inclusion for Xm(G)92m x, we obtain (772, 02) ~

(773, 02) for 773 = 772 U F2m(QU3(2m)\G, Xm(G)). But then (773, 72) «

F2m(s, 8m(s, r), V) implies irm(x) C x V 8m(x, r) by 3.9, 3.10. We will omit the

similar proof that r = 1 implies x C nm(x) V 8m(x, r). (The condition r = 1 is

needed so that the equations b6m+k + rblm+k of Dm(l, r)92m x can be intro-

duced by defined variable augmentations at blm+k.) This completes the proof

of the first part.

By 3.9 and 3.8, s A 5m(s, r) ~ F2m(Sm(s, r), s, A) ~ (77, 0), where 77 =

^2m(Ôi. 03. Dm(\, r)\Xm(G), G) and 0 - /2m(aa|afl V Xm(a), a). But (77, 0)

~ (77, 0O) for ßl = i//^, and 0q = ßb by constraint decreases at ak using ak +

ram+k ^or eacn k<m. Since (77, 0O) ~ (0, i^^) by 3.4, we have x A 8m(x, r)

= \¡j(co). The proof that r = 1 implies that irm(x) A 8m(x, r) = i//(co) is similar,

completing the second part.

Assume the hypotheses for x0, xlt • • • ,xd and «. For each i, 0<i<d,

choose s¡ = (G¡, a¡) such that x¡ = [s,] and n > \s¡\ if f > 1. Using 3.9,7rn(x0) A
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(x, V x2 V • • • V xd) = [/, 7] for some (J, y) in D(K\ R) such that y" =

(X„(a0) A (a, V a2 V • • • V ad))a. But y" = i//^ is easily verified, and so

[I, 7] = [0, ^u] ~ <K<*0 by 3.4, proving the third part.

Suppose y G z and p>\. Choose s0 and t0 such that y = [s0] and z =

[t0], and let q > |s0|, p + |t0|. Then y = [s] and z = [t] for s = F^t,,, s0, A)

and t = F^Oo), using 3.9. By inspection, s « t, zrp(s) « zrp(t) and 6p(s, r) «

6p(t, r). But then 7rp(.y) C zrp(z) and ôpO>, r) C 5p(z, r) by 3.10, completing

the proof of 3.13.

3.14. M(K; R) is an abelian lattice.

Proof. By 3.11 and 3.12, M(K; R) is a modular lattice with smallest ele-

ment \¡j(cj). To prove that every x in M(K; R) can be "tripled", we observe by

3.13 that m > \x\ implies

x si Ttm(x) = xM bm(x, 1) = irm(x) v bm(x, 1),   and

x A nm(x) = xA bm(x, 1) = zrm(x) A bm(x, 1) = i//(co).

Therefore, M(K; R) is an abelian lattice by [7, 4.1, p. 181]. (Note that the

above proof simply adapts the proof of [7, 4.2].)

We next prove two complex inclusion relations in M(K; R) that are needed

to complete the verification of 2.6.

3.15. Suppose x, y, z are in M(K; R), zzz > \x\, \y\, p>2m and z C x V

7Tm(y). For r in R, let w(r) denote (bp(x, r) V z) A (zrp(x) V nm{y)) in M(K; R).

Then for any rx, r2 in R, it follows that

(w(r2) V bm(y, r,)) A (iTp(x) v- y) C (w(rx r2) < bm(y, 1)) A (zrp(x) M y).

Proof. Assuming the hypotheses, choose s = (G, a), t = (H, 0) and u0 in

D(K; R) such that x = [s], y = [t], z = [u0] and zzz > |s|, |t|. Because of the

hypothesis z Cx M-nm(y), we have by 3.9 that, for a sufficiently large /, u0 ~ u

= (/, 7) - F;(u0, s, Trm(t), v, A). Note that 7a C (a v Xm(0))a, and so y(a¡) =

co if 1 > 2m.

Suppose k > 2p, |u| and zz = Sk, and let D0(r) denote [rap+i -bxxk+i:

i <m}. We intend to define G0, H0 and a0 independently of r such that w(r) =

[w(r)] for w(z-) = (D0(r) U G0 U H0,a0), g in G0 implies ¿■(a,) = 0 unless p <

i < p + zzz and g(b¡) = 0 unless i < zz, h in H0 implies h(a¡) = 0 unless m <i<

2m and h(b¡) = 0 unless n<i< 2zz, ag C (Xp(a) V Xm(0))a and a0(b¡) = co

for i > 2zz. Now w(r) = [t,^)] for tx(r) = Ffc(5p(s, r), u, V, zrp(s), zrm(t), V, A)

by 3.9. Using the renumbering tr2fe(l, 5), we have tx(r) ~ (Hx, a0), as given

below.
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Ht = JW2t,il. Qn,9\Dp(l,r) U Xp(G), 0, 0, Xp(G), Xm(77), 7),

a* = ((aa V Xp(a) V 7) A (Xp(a) V Xm(0))a,

a0 = 4(ag|aa V Xp(a), 0W, tfw, Xp(a), Xm(0), 7).

Note that ag C (Xp(a) V Xm(0))a and a0(&,.) = co unless < < 12* < 2«. Using

3.4, replace 7>p(l, r)9k0 by 77j(r) = {bk+¡ + bk+p+¡: i < m), by deleting p - m

null equations. Then Z)j(/-) can be replaced by

D2(r)= {ai-bxxk+i+rap+i-rbxxk+p+i: i<m}

by3.7,since [[Dx(r),Qxxx(k)]] = [[D2(r),QhXX(k)]]. But a0(a,.) = a0(ftllfc+p+i)

= u for i < m, so 7?2(r) can be replaced by D0(r) by 3.4. So, we obtain (77j, a0)

~(772,a0), where

#2 - Fk(D0(r), ßu„ ß7)9|Xp(G), 0, 0, Xp(G), Xm(77), 7).

We now define 773 =Fk(D0(r),H4,H5,H6,H1,Hs\Xp(G), 0, 0,Xp(G),Xm(77),7),

where

774 = {-bk+i-bXXk+i: i<m},     Hs = {am+i - bXXk+m+i: i<m},

H6 " (flp + f - &fc+p + i: ' < m>'       Hl = Üm+i - b9k + m +i: I < mï     and

H% = ^p + i-blk+p + i- '<«}■

By 3.4, we can replace QltU(k) by 774 U 77s U 776 and Q19(k) by 777 U 778, prov-

ing (772, a0) ~ (773, a0).  Furthermore, the equations of 774 can be eliminated by

first replacing 774 by - 774 by 3.7, and then using constraint decreases and defined

variable deletions of bk+¡ + bxxk+¡ at bk+¡, since 7a C (a V Xm(ß))a. So, if we

define

G0 = Fk(H6, Hs\Xp(G), 0, 0, Xp(G))   and

770 = Fk(77s, 777|0, 0, 0, 0, Xm(77), 7),

we obtain (773, a0) ~ (D0(r) U G0 U 770, a0). This proves w(r) = [w(r)] for

w(r) = (D0(r) U G0 U 770, a0), and it is easily seen that G0, 770 and a0 have the

required properties.

The inclusion relation we must prove follows from 3.9 and 3.10 if we can

construct (70, 70) in D(K; R) such that

u*(>i. r2) = F2„(w(r2), 6m(t, r,), /, Trp(s), t, V, A) ~ (70, 70).   and

(70, 70) « **(rxr2, 1) = F2n(w(rxr2), 8m(t, 1), V, rrp(s), t, V, A).
1
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First, we use the renumbering tr4n(0, 5)tr4n(l, 6) to establish u*(rx, r2) ~

(A> 7i)> f°r J\ and yx as follows, respectively:

^2«(Ö7,9> ßn.»lÄ 0. 0, \{G), H, D0(r2) U G0 U HQ, Dm(\, rx) U Xm(H)),

where 7a = «ö0 V 0a V Xm(ß)) A (Xp(a) V 0))a.

We now introduce by defined variable augmentations the sets of equations Gx, G2,

• • • , G7, where

G\ =P2J0(").      G2 = {b„+t-rxb2Xn+i: i<n},

G3 = V}2n + m+i ~ rlb22n + m+i' <<W},

G4 = \b2n + p + i ~ b22n+p + i: i'^ffijt

Gs = {b4n + i-rlb24n + i: * < ">»        G6 = i*6«+f " *26»+i: ' < m>    and

G7 = {06n + m+Z-rlö26« + m + i: *<»}•

Then we obtain (Jx ,yx)~ (J2,y2), where J2 = /x U Gx U G2 U • • • U G7

and

72 = /2„(7Í K- 0" V Xm(0), #w, Xp(a), 0, a0, 0a V Xm(0)).

By 3.8 and the properties of G0, H0 and Xm(H), we see that

G0ö2n,0 C  [[G0d2n,S'G1,G4]],    HOd2n,0 C \\.HQ<32n,S'G2, G3]]      and

M#)02n,ic[[Xm(//)02„>6,Gs,G7]].

Furthermore, D0(rxr2)d2n0 C [[Oo(z-2)02„ s, G2,G4]] and Om(l, 1)02„;1 C

[[Om(l, r1)ö2„6, G6, G7]] are easily verified. Therefore, (J2, y2) ~ (/3, y2),

where

^3 = ¿2 u ^„O^oO"^) u G0 U //0, Om(l, 1) U Xm(H)).

We define /0 = J3 U ßj 3(2zz) and 70 = 72, and observe that (J0, y0) «

u*^!^, 1). Now the equations a¡ - b6n+t - b22n+i arein [[ß1113(2zz),G6]],

and 72(2>2h+/) = 72(2>22„ + /) = ">> for each ' < m- So> (J3> 72) ~ C4> 72) such

that /4 contains J3 and the first zzz equations of ß13(2zz), by 3.4. We can add

the equations a¡ - b2n+i - b6n+i to (/4, 72) for m<i<2m and for p <i<,

p + zzz by similar arguments. The remaining equations of ßlj3(2zz) are null equa-

tions for 72, and so can also be added to (/4, 72) by 3.4, giving the result (74, 72)

~ (V 70). So, u*(z-j, r2) ~ (/0, 70) « u*(rxr2,1), completing the proof of 3.15.
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3.16. Suppose x G M(K; R) and m > \x\. Let

y\ " (5m(*. 1) ^ 52m(x> 0) A (lTm(x) V tf2m(*)),

^2 = (5m(*. 0 v ô3m(x> *)) A ("mW V ii3m(x))   and

y3 = (yx V n3m(x)) A (^2 V ff2m(*))-

77ze« /or any Tj, r2 G 7?, íí follows that

(y3 V S2m(x, r,) V 83m(x, r2)) A (x V 7rm(») C 5m(x, rt + r2).

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Choose s = (G, a) in D(K; R) such that

x = [s] and m > |s|. For p = Am, we have by 3$ that yx = [Jx, yx], where

7j and 7, equal, respectively,

Fp(Ql,3> Ql,<>\DmQ> 0 U Am(G>. ^3«0. 0 U W?), 0. Am(G), X2m(G)),

/,((*»(«) V X2m(a))a|aa V Xm(a), aa V X2m(a), #w> Xm(a), X2m(a)).

For * < w, observe that the equation ak+am+k+a2m+k-bp+2m+k-b3p+m+k

« in [[ßi.3. A»0. Oöp.o, 7>2m(l, 1)0,,,]]. But yx(ak) = 7,(¿>p+2m+k) =

71(63p+m+fc) = to for k < m, so by 3.7 and 3.4 we have yx = [tx], where t, =

(7>m(0, 1, 1) U 7j 7j). By a similar argument, one can show that y2 = [t2],

where t2 = (Dm(0, 1, 0, 1) U 72, 72) for a suitable 72 and 72 such that y\ =

(\»VX3m(a))a.

Choosing n > 6m, \tx\, |t2|, we observe by 3.12 and 3.9 that

0'3 ^ 52m(*> rl) V S3m(*> r2)) A ("»,(*) V X) =  [F„(*0, X,, • • •  , Xl4)] ,

where (x0, jcx, • • • , xx4) is the D(K; R) polynomial:

(jrm(s), s, V, t,, 7r3m(s), V, t2, rr2m(s), V, A, 52m(s, rx), V, 53m(s, r2), V, A).

Let Fn(xQ,xx, ' ' • ,*i4) = (73, 73). Then

73 = Fn(Q(Ix 4)\G0,Gl,-~,GX4),

where G0 = Xm(G), Dm(0, 1, 1) C G3, Dm(0, 1, 0, 1) C G6, Z>m(l, 0, r,) C

D2m(l, r,) C G10, 7)m(l, 0, 0, r2) C £>3m(l, r2) C G,2, and ß(714) = ß1(3 U

07,9^1,25 u0i3,isíií5- Furthermore,

73 = /«((\>)V<*)allWi.--- .0M).

where 0O - aa V Xm(a), 0, = a, 0a = (X^a) V X2m(a))a, 04 = X3m(a), 07 =

A2m(û), ß,o = ûa V X2m(a) and 012 = aa V X3m(a).

For s in G, the equation Xm(¿) - Eg,, ^(flfc)ô3n+m+fc is in [[ßi,3(").

Xm(G)ön,o]]. and T3(ft3«+m+fc) " ^(«m+fc) " w for a11 k < m- Similarly, the
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equation

ak + (rl +r2)flm+fe + rla2m + k + r2a3m + k ~bln + k ~ b9n + k ~rlb9n + m+k

~r2bl5n + m+k _ (rl  + r2'b2\n + m + k ~ (rl + r2)^25n + m + fe

~rlb9n + 2m+k ~ rlb2Sn + 2m + k ~ r2blSn + 3m+k ~r2b2\n + 3m+k

isi" [[07,9^1,25. Ö13,15,21,25'G3Ö»,3.G6ö«,6.G:i0en)10.G12ön,12]]   for each

k < m, using the properties given for G3, G6, G10 and G12 above. But

73(«2m + fc) = 73(«3m + fc) = 73(Z>7„ + fe) " 73(^9n + fe) = 73(¿>9n + m+A:)

= 73(è15„ + m + fc) = 73(^21n + m + fe) = 73(¿>25n + m-rfc)

= 73(Ô9„ + 2m+A:) = 73(Ö25n + 2m + fc) - 73(&i5„-|-3m+fc)

= 7#21„+3m + fe) = co    for k < m.

Therefore, (J3, y3) ~ (/4, 73) with /4 - J3 U Xm(G) U Om(l, z^ + r2), by 3.7

and 3.4. But (/4, 73) <<(Om(l,r, +r2)UXm(G),aa V Xm(a)) = bm(s,rx +r2),

since 7a = (aa V Xm(a))a and 73(ôfc) = a(bk) = (aa V Xm(a))(ôfc) for k < 2zzz.

The required inclusion then follows from 3.10, completing the proof of 3.16.

We now give a formula for addition in abelian categories constructed from

abelian lattices. We can then define ÇA and complete the verification of 2.6. We

will use the notations 2, T, A11 A0, S(A, B), SI(A, B), /", g » /, /-1 and the

terms "isorepresentative", "left sequence" and "mixed sequence" taken from [7].

Also, the notations o and r and the results established in [7, 3.19, p. 173] will be

used without reference.

3.17. Suppose L is an abelian lattice. A, B, C, D is a left sequence of maps

2->L, suppose E = E1IE° for E' = C' V D', and let g be in SI(C, A) and h be

in SI(D, A). For any fx,f2 in S(A, B), r(fx) + t(/2) = r(d ° c) in AL, where c

in S(A, E) satisfies e~ = (g~ V D1) A (h~ V C1) and d in S(E, B) satisfies d~ =

CzW)-v(/2°Ä)-.

Proof. We show first that /G S(X, Y) and /0 G S(Y, X) such that

/" C /- implies t(/0)t(/) = lx in AL. By [7, 3.11, p. 168], choose #0 in

SI(X, Z) for some Z such that X, Y, Z is a left sequence. Then (g,, ° /„) ° /is

defined, and /" C /" and /" v Yl = X1 V F1 imply that g¿ C (g~ y /0") A

(A-1 V F1 V Z1) = /" V (#0 o /0 )-, using modularity. But then^ C

i(g0 ° /0) ° /)". and so g0 = (gQ o /0) o /by [7, 3.4]. Then

r(g0) = r(g0)r(f0)r(f),

and the desired result t(/0)t(/) = 1^- follows because r(g0) is an isomorphism.
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Now assume the hypotheses of 3.17. By [7, 3.23, p. 176], there exist

«j, u2 in S(A, E) and px, p2 in S(E, A) such that ux = g~ V D°, u2 — h~ V C°,

PÏ = g~ V D1 and p2 - h~ V C1. Since «J~ C p[" and u2 C p~, we have

t(px)t(ux) - t(p2)t(u2) = 1^ in AL. By modularity and [7, 3.2, 3.3, p. 163],

we have I(ux) = C1 V D° = K(p2) and I(u2) = C° V D1 = K(px), and so

(t(ux), r(p2)) and (r(«2), r(px)) are exact in AL by [7, 3.25, p. 178]. Therefore,

E = A ® A and t(ux), t(u2), r(px) and r(p2) form a direct sum system [5,

Theorem 2.42, p. 51].   Using [7, 3.3] and modularity, we can verify that c in

S(A,E) and d in S(E, B) exist with c~ and d~ as given above. Now c~ =

pj~ A p^, so t(Pj)t(c) = t(p2)t(c) = lA by our previous result. Therefore, r(c)

= (14, 1^): A —* A @ A in AL. Furthermore, fx = (fx ° g) ° g~x, and so

/f = te~ V (/, o g)-) A C41 V B1) C («- V cT) A (A1 V 7?1) = (d o ti,)"-

Therefore, /j = cf ° «, by [7, 3.4], and so t(/,) = t(c7)t(«j). Since t(/2) =

T(d)r(u2) similarly, we have the equation below, in AL:

A(/,)\
T(d) = { : A 0 A — Ä

WaV
Now /1,5,7T is a left sequence by [7, 3.1, 3.2, p. 163], so d ° c is defined. But

then t(/j) + t(/2) = T(d)r(c) = r(d ° c), using the (left) definition of sum in an

abelian category [5, p. 47]. This completes the proof of 3.17.

Definition. Suppose r G R, A is in AM(^.R) (that is, A: 2 —>• M(K; R))

and m > [A1]. Let nm(A) denote ^(A^ln^A0) in AM(K.R), since Ttm(A°) C

ïïm(4') by 3.13. Let f™(r) denote the map /: T -> MfK; 7?) in S(nm(A), A)

suchthat /- = A0 V 8m (A1, r). (By 3.13 and [7, 3.4, p. 164], such an/exists

uniquely.) Again by 3.13, Çm(l) is isorepresentative, belonging to SI(nm(A), A).

Using  [7, 3.19], define f^: 72 —*■ Hom(A, A) by setting ÇA(r) equal to

«iStorüO)-1: yl ̂ ^ for n = L4»|.

3.18. For every ^4 z'/i &m(k-,r)' $a '• & ~* Hom(/l, .4) z's a ring homomor-

phism preserving the unit. Iff:A-+B in AM(^K.R^ and rGR, then ffi(r)f =

nA(r).

Proof. We first establish the following lemma:  If r,, r2 are in 7?, A,B

are in A^^.^ and g: A —* nm(B) for m > \A1 |, |7?'| and p > 2m, then

T?B('"i)gr?5(''2) - t$b ^)tt^A\rxr2). Assuming the lemma hypotheses, we

note that A, irm(B), Tip(A) and B, nm(B), irp(A) are left sequences in M(K; R)

by 3.13. Therefore, /, = f£(r,) ° (a(g) o f^)) and /2 = f «(1) .

(a(g)0^(ri r2)) both exist in S(7rp04), 5). We now apply 3.15 with* = A1,

y = B1 and z =» o(g)~. Defining w(r) as in 3.15 and observing that A0 C o(g)~
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= z, we find that w(r) = (a(g) ° ^(r))~. But then

ff = (w(r2) V B° V bm(Bl, rx)) A (zrpU!) V 51)

C (h^) V B° V Sm(51, 1)) A (zr^1) V 51) = ff,

using modularity and 3.15. So, fx = f2 by [7, 3.4], and rf^ (rx)gT^(r2) =

t/j = t/2 = i"fß (l)gTf^(z-j r2) follows, completing the proof of the lemma.

Assume the hypotheses of 3.18, suppose rx, r2 G R, and let zz = [A1]. We

will compute r^(rx) + T$A(r2) using 3.17. Now, zr„(,4), A, ■n2n(A), n3n(A) is

a left sequence in M(K; R) by 3.13, and we have g = f^(l)-1 ° f j"(l) in

S/(zr2„C4), zr„U)) and h = ^(l)"1 o ?j"(l) in SI(ir3n(A), ir„(A)). Letting F =

■n2n(A>) V tz3„(^0 for / = 0, 1, we have by 3.17 that a(rtnA(rx) + T^(r2)) =

d°c, where c in S(irn(A), E) satisfies c~ = (g~ V ft3n{A1)) A (h~ \J tt^A1))

and d in S(£\ ,4) satisfies d~ = (t^(rx) o ¿p V (^(r2) o A)~. Now,T($A(rx) °¿)

= r^^K^O)-1^j"(l) = r^(l)r^(l)-'rt2"(rx) = rf2"^) by the

lemma, and so ^(rx) ° g = ^"(fj). Simüarly, ^(r2) o ft = ^"(r2), and so

d~ = A0 V b2n(A1, rx) V S3n(^1, r2). Define jZj, y2 and .y3 as in 3.16, with

A1 replacing *. Now, yx V 7r2„C4°) = *", using 7r2„C4°) V b2n(Al, 1) = A0 V

52„(.41, 1) from 3.13, and modularity. Similarly, v2 V Tr3n(A°) = A-, and so

c~ = y3\j ■n2n(A°) V TT3n(A°) by 3.13 and modularity again. But zr2„04°) V

ir3n(A°) = E° C d~, since d is in 5(£", yl). Therefore, using modularity and

3.16, we have

o(r^(rx) + T^(r2))- = (d » c)" = fjz, V d~) A (n„(Al) V A1)

= ^0V[(73VS2nU1,r1)V53„U1,r2))A(7:„UI)V^1)]

C^°VS„(^I,r1+r2) = ^(r1+r2)-.

But then T^(rx + r2) = T^(rx) + TÇA(r2) by [7, 3.4], and so

= nnA(rx)T^A(\yl + rtJKraWidr1 = kfri) + ^(r2),

using distributivity of composition over sum in abelian categories [5, 2.37, p. 48].

If zzz > \AX\ and p > 2m, we have

WKTO)"1 = rf-Wr^iirV^dK^d)-!

using the lemma. So, SA(r) = TjJfrM^O)-1 for all zzz > W1].

If zzi >2zz, then
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?>i'2) = rtfOH^o-^rjro-i^Krar1
- ^(rOr^irh^^y^l)-1 = SA(rx)¡;A(r2),

using the lemma and the result above. Since ÇA(l) = rf^(l)Tf^(l)-1 = 1¿, we

have proved that ÇA is a ring homomorphism preserving the unit.

Suppose f: A -* B in AM(Ä-;i?) and r G7?. Choosing m> \AX\, IP1! and

p >2m, we see that

= r^OK^Or'fr^WT^d)-1 = f^(r),

applying the lemma with g = rf¿ (l)-1f. This completes the proof of 3.18.

Since 2.6 follows from 3.2,3.12, 3.14, and 3.18, we have proved the main

theorem. In conclusion, some additional properties of the M(K; R) construction

are noted.

Let Latw denote the category of lattices with smallest element co and homo-

morphisms preserving co, and let CRngj denote the category of commutative rings

with unit and unit-preserving ring homomorphisms.  Since the construction of

M(K; R) did not use our previous assumption that K has a largest element, we can

obtain a bifunctor Latu x CRngj —*■ Latw by defining M(f, /?): M(K; R) —»

M(L; S) for /: K -*• L in Latw and h: R -* S in CRngj as follows:

M(f, h)(x) = [{kg: g G G}, fa]    for x = [G, a].

(Recall that g in FR(V) is a coefficient function V—*■ R such that g(v) = 0 for

all but finitely many elements v in V.) Then the following proposition can be

verified directly.

3.19. Give« /: K —* L in Lat^ and h: R —*■ S in CRng,, the expression

for M(f, h)(x) determines a well-defined homomorphism M(f, h): M(K; R) —*■

M(L\ S), and M(K\ R) and M(f, h) determine a covariant bifunctor M: Latu x

CRngj —* Latw. If fand h are onto, then M(f; h) is onto. If P,: Latw x CRngx

-*■ Lat^ is the projection functor (Px (K, R) = K and Px (/, h) = f), then ^(K, R):

K —* M(K; R) determines a natural transformation \p: Px —*■ M.

Since L(R) is a quasivariety, it is a reflective subcategory of the category of

all meet and join algebras and then homomorphisms. (See [16, pp. 88—90] and

[19] for discussions of reflective subcategories and their relationship to quasivari-

eties of universal algebras; note that "reflection" here and in [16] is "coreflection"

in [19].)  In particular, every K in Latw has a smallest congruence q such that

K/q is in L(R). The universal property for reflection implies the following:  Every

K —*■ L in Lat^ such that L is in L(R) can be uniquely factored K —» K/q —*■ L
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in Lat^, where the first factor is the canonical epimorphism. The reflection map

K -* K/q is closely related to i/>.

3.20. For K in Lat^ and R in CRngt, the reflection map h: K —*■ K/q is

the coimage of \jj(K, R): K -*■ M(K; R). That is, \¡/(K, R) factors uniquely as

K —> K/q —*■ M(K; R) such that f is one-one.

Proof. Since there is an exact embedding functor G: AM,K.<R, —> R-Mod

by 2.6 and 2.8, every interval sublattice of M(K; R) is in L(R) by [7, 3.24,

p. 178]. But then M(K; R) is in L(R) because L(R) is a quasivariety, since any

universal Horn formula satisfied in every interval sublattice of M(K; R) is satisfied

in M(K; R).

Assuming the hypotheses, we obtain the following diagram in Latw :

»<E'*>     >  M(K;R)

M(h; \R)

> M(K/q;R)
HK/q,R)

The outer rectangle is commutative because i// is natural, and a unique / exists

making the upper triangle commutative by the universal property of zz for reflec-

tion.  But then the lower triangle is commutative because h is onto. Furthermore,

$(K/q, R) is one-one by 2.5 and 32, since K/q is in L(R)- Therefore, / is one-

one, completing the proof.

Added in proof.  Some of the results of [6] were published in: C. Herr-

mann and W. Poguntke, The class of sublattices of normal subgroup lattices is not

elementary,' Algebra Universalis 4 (1975), 280-286.
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